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ABSTRACT
Many scholars have pointed out the static aspects
of the Middle Ages, while others have seen dynamic quali
ties as well.

It was decided to undertake a study of

Spanish literature of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen
turies to see what static and dynamic elements would be
found.

The first step was to select the works for study.

These works, including Bocados de Pro, the Libro de los
Buenos Proverbio3, El Libro de los Cien Capitulos, the
Libro del Conse.io y de los Conse.jeros, Calila y Mmna,
El Libro de los Engafios, Las Siete Fartidas, Poridat de
las Poridades, Castigos .v Docurnentos, the Libro del
Cavallero et del Escudero, the Libro de los Estados, the
Libro de Patronio, the Libro Infinido, the Libro de Buen
Amor, Rimado de Palacio, the Libro de Miseria de Omne, and
the Libro de los Oatos, were each described briefly.
Thfe next step was to define the terms static and
dynamic.

Static elements express interest in the unchang

ing, non-material world beyond the senses, and are mani
festations of what Pitiriin Sorokin has called an Idealis
tic culture.

Static elements also voice resistance or

opposition to change, urging stability or resignation.
Dynamic elements urge change.

In addition, they show
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concern for the reality of the temporal world and are
characteristic of a Sensate culture.
Although nearly all the works showed a concern
for the other world, this static otherworldliness was
seen most clearly in the Libro de los Buenos Proverbio3,
"k*ie liibro de los Gatos, and the Libro de Miseria de Omne.
The" static, hierarchic conception of medieval
society was reflected and supported in nearly all the
works.

The idea of the king as God's representative on

earth was seen in El Libro de los Glen Capitulos, Las
Siete Partidas, and Castigos y Documentos.

Other works,

especially Bocados de Pro, El Libro de los Cien Capitulos,
and the works of Juan Manuel, urged men to carry out the
obligations of their stations in life, and to be content.
In this way men would comply with God's order and gain
salvation.
The literature produced by an Ideational culture
is static.

Characteristics include the use of types in

stead of individuals and the employment of literature in
the moral or religious service of society.

These static

literary elements were seen in nearly all the works examined.
Dynamic elements show interest in this world and
man's ability to cope with it.

Nearly all the works

showed some concern for this world.

In several works,

interest in this world was primarily limited to practical
advice for dealing with the world of men.

The strongest

expressions in favor of shrewdness as a means of coping
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with this world were found in the works of Juan Manuel
and in El Libro de los Enganos.
Reflections of societal changes and social mobility
are dynamic.

Although scattered examples were found in

several works, the most important indications of social
change were found in the works of Juan Manuel and Rimado
de Palacio.

Criticism of the societal status quo implying

the need for change was found most strongly in Rimado de
Palacio, the Libro de Miseria de Omne, and the Libro de
los Gatos.

Sensate literary traits, including individual

ism and entertainment as a function of art, are dynamic.
Precursors of Sensate dynamism included the works of Juan
Manuel and Juan Ruiz.
The thirteenth oentury is seen as a relatively
stable period, while the fourteenth century was a period
of disorder and social and political uncertainty.

Using

French and German literature to substantiate his position,
Sorokin has called these two centuries Idealistic, an
equilibrium between the Ideational and Gensate cultures.
We have seen that the works examined for this paper also
reflected an Idealistic equilibrium.

Nonetheless, the

works of the thirteenth century, closer to the static
Ideational culture, contained more static elements, while
the later ones, closer to the dynamic Sensate culture,
contained more dynamic ones.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Modern scholarship has made available editions
of many medieval Spanish works.

Although scattered

studies exist on individual works or authors, very few
thematic studies, relating the works, have been written.
It was, therefore, decided to undertake a thematic study
of some aspect of medieval Spanish literature.
Statement of Thesis
The Middle Ages are viewed by many people in
\ \
this fast-changing twentieth century; as a static, un
changing era.

Some medieval scholars have pointed out

the static aspects, while others havexpound in the Middle
Ages dynamic qualities as well.

I

For ^ample, Maravall
vs,
sees the society of the Middle Ages as Vraditional and

static.1*

On the other hand, Baldv/in remarks, "Feudal

society was far more dynamic than has commonly been
2
supposed."
Where do Spain and her literature stand in
this discussion of one aspect of the nature of the Middle
Ages?

The author will try to relate a segment of medieval

Spanish literature to its age.
dynamic elements?

Will any works contain

In which works will static elements

*

All footnotes are incorporated at the end of
each chapter.
1

2
be found?

What reasons can be found to explain the

absence or presence of these static or dynamic elements?
While exploring the uses of the terms static and
dynamic, the author discovered the theories of Pitirira
Sorokin.

Some of these theories deal with static and

dynamic cultures and with their literatures.

Sorokin has

limited his examples to German and French literature.
Can these theories be applied as validly to medieval
Spanish didactic works?

Thus, the idea of a thematic

study dealing with static and dynamic elements was evolved.
Mainly didactic literature was chosen for this
study because generally its teachings present most
directly the moral and social views of the author and the
period.

T. S. Eliot states, "Didactic may mean 'conveying

information,' or it may mean 'giving moral instruction,'
or it may mean something which comprehends both."-'

In

this study, didactic will refer to "giving moral instruc
tion."

It will be possible, thus, to ascertain in what

areas various authors urge change and in what areas they
defend the status quo.
Since the fourteenth century is considered a
period of great unrest and transition, didactic works of
this period were chosen.

However, after noting the dy

namic and static elements in the fourteenth century works,
the author decided to include some thirteenth century
works to see if any contrasts would be forthcoming.

Thus,

the goal of this study i3 to discover and examine what

3
static and dynamic elements are found in thirteenth and
fourteenth century Spanish didactic works, and to relate
these elements to their historical context.
Definition of Terms
The terms static and dynamic have been used in
many contexts.

According to Webster's Third New Inter-

national Dictionary (1964-), static and dynamic have a
wide variety of meanings.
"showing little change:

Meanings of static include
STABLE, STAGNANT," "character

ized by the lack of movement, animation, or progression,11
"producing an effect of repose or quiescence," "fixed in
one place."
to power:

Meanings for dynamic include "of or relating

relating to physical force or energy," "charac

terized by continuous change."
These terms are used by many disciplines.

Statics,

a branch of physics, deals with bodies at rest, while
dynamics, v/ith bodies in motion.

Dynamic metamorphism

in rocks is due to movement and pressure, while static
metamorphism results from pressure only.

Dynamic

oceanography deals v/ith forces in motion in the ocean.
Static oceanography, on the other hand, deals with chemi
cal and physical properties of the ocean.
Static and dynamic have been employed to discuss
art and literature.

Huizinga describes the harmony in

a Van Eyck altarpiece as "static, not dynamic."

h.

According
<5
to Vossler, the art of the Gothic cathedral is static.
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V/ellek asserts that in narrative writing there are static
and dynamic characterizations, and Spitzer has spoken of
the "static characters" in the Quinze .io.ves de mariage.^
Similarly, many sociologists have employed the
terms static and dynamic.

For example, Black maintains

that the life of most members of a traditional society is
static.7 Another sociologist, Pitirim Sorokin, uses
static and dynamic to describe two opposite types of
cultural systems.

In Social and Cultural Dynamics, written

in 1937, he defines these two systems of integrated cul
tures and also a third type, which is a synthesis of the
other two.

Each system has its own mentality, its own

system of truth and knowledge, its own religion, its own
code of conduct and laws, its own predominant forms of
social relationships, and its own forms of art and litera
ture.

The two systems are called Sensate and Ideational,

and the synthesis is called Idealistic.

Since we shall

rely on Sorokin's theories in part of this study, it will
be necessary to describe briefly these three culture
systems.
The Sensate culture is dynamic.

Reality, which

is only that presented to the sense organs, is thought of
as a Becoming (Werden), Process, Change, Evolution.

It

does not seek or believe in any supersensory reality.
The needs and aims of the Sensate mentality are mainly
physical and realized in modification or exploration of
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the external world.

Man manipulates the external world,

instead of adapting himself, to realize his aims.

There

is more interest in the material goods of the here-andnow than in spiritual goods.

The underlying principles,

based on utility and pleasure, vary according to circum
stances and situations.

Since material wealth is an ex

tremely efficient means of bringing satisfaction of all
desires for power, prestige, fame, and happiness, it is
the supreme value of values in the Sensate culture.

As

one would expect, the literature of a Sensate culture is
dynamic and ever-changing.

Individualism is stressed, and

the function of art is entertainment.
For the Ideational mentality, reality is per
ceived as nonsensate arid nonmaterial, everlasting Being
(Sein).

Its needs and aims are mainly spiritual and the

method of realization is self-imposed minimization or
elimination of most of the physical needs.

Its values

are of an inner and immaterial character, its principles
are absolute, and its stress is spiritual and otherworldly.
It prefers the values which are everlasting.

Thus, the

Ideational culture is static.
It will be recalled that Sorokin also postulated
a synthesis of Sensate and Ideational, a synthesis which
he calls Idealistic.

In the Idealistic mentality, both

views of reality are equally represented.

Thus, reality

is many-sided, with the aspects of everlasting Being and
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and ever-changing Becoming present.

Its needs and ends

are spiritual and material, and the methods of their
realization involve both the modification of the self
and the transformation of the external Sensate world.
The Idealistic culture faces simultaneously this world
and the other.

Types, rather than individuals, are found

in Idealistic literature, which serves as a civic, moral,
or religious agent.
After presenting the three types of culture,
Sorokin attempts to show that each system has had actual
historical existence.

According to him, the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries were those of the greatest
change of European culture and society.

He sees the

transition from the Ideational to the Sensate form of
culture, from theocracy to secular regime, and from the
feudal regime to the national monarchies.

He cites this

period as an historical example of the Idealistic culture,
a point of equilibrium between the fluctuating forces of
the static Ideational system and the dynamic Sensate
system.

Indeed, toward the second half of the fourteenth

century, most of the components of the Idealistic phase
were breaking down, leading to the mental, moral, and
social confusion of the late fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries.
Before concluding our discussion of the terms
static and dynamic, we should discuss one problem which

arises.
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Namely, are static and dynamic terms in oppo

sition or is the difference one of degree or direction?
At first one is tempted to see them only as opposites.
Yet if one looks closer, one sees a difference in degree
and direction involved.

A thing may be dynamic when

compared with a second thing, yet both things may seem
static when compared with a third.
ence of direction?

V/hat about the differ

Movement or change toward a goal

sanctioned by the status quo is certainly less dynamic
than movement or change toward a goal which is not yet
accepted by the status quo.

Therefore, although static

and dynamic are usually placed in opposition, the ideas
of relativity and direction should not be forgotten.
In conclusion, how shall we sum up our defini
tions of static and dynamic?

According to Sorokin, dy

namic elements express interest in the reality of the
temporal world

of the senses, where values are based on

material goods, pleasure, and utility.

Static elements,

on the other hand, manifest concern for the unchanging,
eternal, non-material world beyond the senses.

What

elements, in addition to those mentioned by Sorokin, will
we be looking for?

The idea of movement in connection

with dynamism has been mentioned.

The reader will recall

dynamic oceanography and Webster's definition of dynamic.
On the level of society as a whole, this movement may be
construed as social mobility, social dynamism, social
change moving against the status quo.

By contrast, rigid
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social hierarchies are static.

In general, dynamic

elements express or urge change, while static elements
voice resistance or opposition to change, urging stability,
security, and resignation.
Primary Sources
The reader is aware that in this study we shall
be dealing with static and dynamic elements in selected
Spanish works of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
Kasten, Tamayo Rubio, Peirce, and Castro, among others,
have aluded to the strong current of didactic works which
0
appeared in Spain in these two centuries.
A consultation
of the principal histories of Spanish literature yielded
a repetition of certain works as being the main didactic
prose works of these centuries.
omitted.

Of these works, tv/o were

El Libro de Nobleza .y Lealtad, also known as

the Libro de los Doce Sabios,. was omitted because it was
unobtainable, while' L03 Lucidarios Espanoles was omitted,
after examination, because its emphasis is more on con
veying information than on giving moral instruction.

In

addition, it was arbitrarily decided to limit the Alphonsine
works to Calila y Dimna and Las Siete Partidas.

Trans

lations or Spanish adaptations of various works were in
cluded as they seemed to reflect the times in which they
were reworked.

Although the works selected for this study

were originally limited to prose, it was decided that the
failure to include two key works in verse, the Libro de
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Buen Amor and the Himado de Palacio, would be a serious
omission, and would critically limit our view of the
fourteenth century.

Therefore, it was decided to include

these two works, along with a much less important verse
work, the Libro de Miseria de Qmne.
In the introductions to the works which follow,
the editors of the editions used in this study have been
mentioned.

Except where noted, quotations from the sources

have been cited exactly as they appear in the various edi
tions.
Bocados de Pro
In the edition of Knust, the title of this work
is found in the text:

"ESTE LIBRO ES LLAMADO BOCADOS DE

0R0/ EL CUAL COMFUSO EL RREY BONIUM, RREY DE PERSIA."9
In his Crestomatla del Espanol Medieval, Ramon Menendez
Pidal dates Bocados de Pro from the middle of the thirteenth
century."^

As we have stated, strong didactic tendencies

exist in thirteenth century Spanish prose.
moralizing works were translated from

Many of these

the Arabic.

As everyone knows, there were many centuries of
struggle and convivencia between Arab and Spaniard, between
Moslem and Christian.

Altamira maintains that the trans

mission of Moslem culture was going on in Spain from the
eighth to the fifteenth centuries, but principally in the
thirteenth century, during the reigns of Ferdinand III,
the Saint, and his son, Alfonso X, the Y/ise.'1'^

An
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example of this, is, of course, the numerous transla
tions from Arabic to Spanish of many works, including
some didactic works.
One of these works showing Arabic influence is
Bocados de Pro*

According to Gonzalez Palencia, Bocados

de Pro, or Bonium, as the work is often called, is de
rived from the 3'jibro de las Sentencias of Abulguafa
1P
Mobaxir Benfatic.
It begins with a discussion of the
five senses.

The noblest is hearing, which enables man

to know of God and many other things he cannot see.

It

then tells how Bonium, king of Persia, goes to India in
search of wisdom.

He enters a palace and hears the

counsel being given by various philosophers.
vised to make a book of these counsels.

He is ad

The book he made

is enclosed within the frame tale of King Bonium.

It

consists of single chapters for each of twenty-three
wise men, including Homer, Plato, Hippocrates, and Socrates.
Each chapter tells something of the life, works, and
physical appearance of each philosopher whose teachings
are presented either as a string of aphorisms or as a
series.of questions and answers.
Thus, Bocados de Pro is a compilation of the
sayings of various philosophers.

These sayings touch

upon such subjects as knowledge, frankness, honor, and
the fear of God.

Much of the advice is a practical guide

for getting along in this world with one's friends,
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enemies, and superiors.

However, the instability of this

world is never forgotten, and there are frequent instruc
tions for securing one's place in the world to come.
This combination of faith and practical sense is explainea
by Peirce as the harmonization of Oriental and Christian
points of view which occurred in didactic literature
during the reigns of Ferdinand III and his two successors,
Alfonso X and Sancho IV.
Libro de Ion Buenos Proverbios
The Libro de los Buenos Proverbios, edited by
Knust, dates, according to Menendez Pidal, from the first
14
half of the thirteenth century.
The reader will recall
that during the thirteenth century the transmission of
Arabic culture was at its peak.

Thus, Gonzalez Palencia

maintains that the Libro de los Buenos Proverbios, a
collection of maxims, is translated from an Arabic work
by Honain Benishac called Sentencias Morales in Spanish.
The first part of the book consists of the proverbs
written on the shields of various philosophers, including
Socrates, Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and Hippocrates.
The next port of the Libro de I03 Buenos Proverbios is a
series of proverbs grouped together under chapter-like
divisions, such as "Of the gathering of four philosophers,"
"Of the gathering of five philosophers."

In the last part

of the work, proverbs are grouped together according to
author, for example, "Of the teachings of Plato."

These
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proverbs constitute a guide to moral and social behavior
for this world and the next.
El Libro ce los Cien Capltulos
The title of this work, El Libro de los Cien
Capltulos, is arbitrary and appears only in two manuscripts.
According to Rey, the editor of the edition used for this
study, the true title should be Dichos de Sabios en
Palabras Breves, which is found in the text of all the
manuscripts.

Rey dates this work in the last ALphonsine

period or in the period of Sancho IV (1284-1295)."^
Millares Carlo maintains that it belongs to the period of
Ferdinand III (1217-1252)."^

However, both agree, along

with Zapata, that the v/ork Flores de Filosofia is a con
densation of El Libro de los Cien C a p l t u l o s . Z a p a t a
theorizes that the v/ork Flores de Filosofia was extracted
for instructional purposes, providing a summary for wider
circulation.

Much of the text of Flores de Filosofia

passed into various chapters of El Caballero Cifar.
Professor Rey sxiggests that El Libro de los Cien
Capltulos is part of the body of works which passed from
Arabic into Spanish in the thirteenth century.

He notes

that there is a definite relationship between this work
and other didactic prose works of the period, such as
I3ocados de Pro, Poridat de las Poridaries, Castings y
Documentos, and Las fjiet-c Part id as.

Their similarity is

due to their common sources, the sayings of ancient wise

men and philosophers, illustrated with examples from the
iq
Holy Scriptures.
El Libro de los Cien Gapltulos contains only
fifty chapters,
chapters.

although there are titles for one hundred

The hook is a compilation of moral, religious,

and political teachings, destined to educate not only
princes, but persons of all classes, in their relation
ships toward God and mankind.
Libro del Conse.jo y de los Conse.jeros
This work is conserved in two manuscripts, both
following a text of Castigos y D ocumentos, which will be
discussed later.

Millares Carlo states that the book is

attributed to Pedro Gomez Barroso (12707-1348?), bishop
20

of Cartagena and advisor of Sancho IV and Alfonso XI.

Hey, the editor of the edition used for this study, feels
that there is uncertainty as to the author, in spite of
the many theories regarding authorship.21

Judging by the

language, he dates the text from the beginning of the
fourteenth century.

He adds, agreeing with Millares Carlo,

that parts of the work are a gloss of the Liber Consolationis
et Consilii of Albertanus of Brescia.
This short work is composed of brief chapters,
each dealing with one specific topic,

/mthorities, such

as Seneca or Aristotle, are cited as the topic is defined.
There is frequently an enumeration of the evils relating
to the subject under discussion.

The readers are instructed

14on how to select advisors and friends.

They are warned

against hypocrites, former enemies, and drunkenness.
Knowledge is praised for its usefulness in coping with this
world and attaining the world to come.
Calila y Dimna
According to Keller, Calila y Dimna is a reworking
of the Indian Panchatantra, which used as source materials
the stories gathered by the Buddhists from the folklore
of India.

A version of the Panchatantra in Sanskrit,

dating from around 250 B.C., was translated into Persian
around 550.

The Persian rendition was translated into

the Arabic Kalila wa-Diinna about 750 by Abdallah ben Almuqaffa.

Keller explains that most of the tales from the

Panchatantra appear in Kalila wa-Dirma and in Calila .y
Dimna.

However, an introduction was added by Al-muqaffa.

Keller states that the Spanish version proceeds directly
from the Arabic version of Al-muqaffa, and, agreeing with
22
Alenany, dates it at 1251.
The most recent edition of Calila y Dimna was
made by Keller.

However, at the time the research for

this study was being done, Keller's edition was not avail
able.

Thus, Alemany's editior. wa3 used.

Nonetheless, a

comparison of several passages important to this study
was made.

Since the Keller edition did not differ notice

ably from the Alemany version, it was docided to retain
Alemany's edition.

Keller reproduces text A on the top

half of each page, and text B on the bottom half.
Alemany uses text A, and gives only the variants for
text B.

In Alemany's edition, capital letters repre

sent words or phrases of manuscript A that do not have
correspondence with the Arabic text, and are additions
of the Castilian scribe or omissions of the Arabic
copyist.
Calila y Dimna, named for the tale about Calila
and Dimna, a pair of lynxes, is a collection of fables
based around the frame tale of Berzebuey, a wise doctor.
Beraebuey reads in the scriptures that in India are
found herbs which resuscitate the dead.

He gets per

mission from his king, Sirechuel of Persia, to go to
India.

He discovers that the herbs are good teachings

and that the resuscitated dead are foolish men enlightened
by learning.

Berzebuey finds the books with the teachings,

translates them, and takes them to his king.
books was Calila y Dimna.

One of the

Also included are the questions

Di$elem, a king of India, put to his advisor,

Burduben

(Bidpa), and the examples given as answers.
What are the teachings contained in this frame
tale, full of interpolated fables?

Loyalty, friendship,

moderation, wisdom, and the fear of God are extolled.

Yet

many of the fables illustrate the use of practical wisdom
and common sense in getting along in this world.

Amador

de los Rios, Menendez Pelayo, and Keller have all noted

thi3 emphasis on practicality as a guide to successful
earthly life.^

Keller further explains that in medieval

Europe and Asia, fable and moralization v/ent together.
However, in the East, moralizations were often attached
to entertaining fables as an excuse for their presence.
It is possible that Alfonso X and his translators were
aware of this concept of mock-seriousness, or that they
took a serious view of the rnoralizations, Keller conclude
El Libro de los Engarios
According to Keller, El Libro de los Engano3
is one of the purest surviving representatives of the
Book of Sindibad, a group of tales assembled from folk
sources and written in the Buddhistic literature of India
24
about the sixth century before Christ.
Prince Fadrique
the brother of Alfonso X had the book translated from an
Arabic version in 1253.

The work consists of twenty-

three tales told within the frame tale of King Alcos of
Judea, his advisors, his wife, his son, the Prince, and
the Prince's teacher, Sindibad (^endubete, in Old Spanish)
A series of circumstances arises, causing the king to
condemn his son to death out of love for his wife, the
Prince's stepmother, who claims falsely that the Prince
has offered her violence.

The King's advisors decide the

Prince must be saved, lest in a repentant mood, the King
blame them for failing to advise him properly.

The tales

of the advisors, designed to convince the King to spare

his son, portray the wiles of women, and the danger of
acting in haste, and are countered by the tales of the
wife, which depict the wickedness of advisors.

After

twenty-three tales, the King learns the truth, and the
evil stepmother is burned to death in a dry cauldron.
The tales warn against the deceptions of the
world, of women, and of advisors, indicating a concern
for coping with this world in a practical, even shrewd,
manner.

In addition, many of the tales are very clever

and entertaining.
d'etre

In fact, Keller feels that the raison

of the tales is to entertain, since their morals

can hardly be taken seriously.

Gonzalez Palencia notes

that although the form of the work is didactic, the con25
tent of the tales is frivolous.
Perhaps, as in the
case of Calila y Dimna, the didactic form and seriousness
provide an excuse for entertaining tales.
Alfonso X, Las Siete Partidas
Alfonso X ruled Castile from 12^2 to 1284.
Politically speaking, his reign was primarily marked by
his struggle with the nobles, who were in a nearly con
tinuous state of rebellion, and by his aspirations to the
imperial throne of Germany.

Culturally speaking, the

reign of Alfonso X, the V/ice, was one of the peaks of
Spanish medieval civilization.

He gathered at his court

wise men from his kingdom, and under his patronage, many
works were compiled and translated from Arabic and Hebrew.
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These works include histories (the Cronica General and
the Grande e General Estoria), scientific treatises (the
Libros del Saber de Astronorela, the Tablas Alfonsies),
works about games (the Libro de Axedrez, Dados e Tablas),
and legal compendiums (Las Siete Partidas).

Alfonso X

also authored personally many of the Cantigas do Santa
Maria, which are written in Galician-Portuguese.

Of the

427 cantigas, 273 relate narratives of the miracles per
formed by the Virgin Mary, while the rest praise her.
Las Siete Partidas, also known as the Libro de
las Leycs, is claimed by Alborg to be the most important
legal code of the Middle Ages.27

It was compiled under

the direction of Alfonso X from 1256 to 1263, probably
in Seville.28

However, nearly a century passed before

the Partidas v/ere put into force by Alfonso XI (1312-1350).
Its sources include the ideas of Gratian, Aristotle,
Seneca, San Isido-^o , and the Codex of Justinian, as well
as the fueros, letters of privileges granted by the king
to the people of different villages and towns.

In the

Partidas themselves the word3 of saints and the adages of
oq
wise men are mentioned as its sources.
Each of the seven partidns is divided into titles
(titulos), and each title is composed of various laws.
The titles and laws are all numbered.

The first part id a

is a treatise on ecclesiastical law, covering all aspects
of the practice of the Roman Catholic faith, such as the

sacraments, the duties of the various ranks of clergy,
benefices, burials, and pilgrimages.
The second partida deals with the administration
of the kingdom and temporal power.

The responsibilities

of the king to his people and of the people to their king
are mentioned.

This partida includes a lengthy discussion

covering the different aspects of war.
The third partida discusses justice and the differ
ent persons necessary for bringing about justice.

Marriage

and child rearing, liberty and servitude, are the subjects
of the fourth partida.

The fifth partida deals with loans,

purchases, and sales, and those involved in such trans
actions, while the topics of the sixth partida are wills
and. inheritances.

The last partida deals with various

crimes, their penalties, and pardons.

Thus, Las Biete

Partidas is a compendium of the legal, religious, and social
customs of thirteenth century Spain.
Poridat de las Poridades
According to Kasten, Poridat de las Poridades is
the first translation of Sirr-al-asrar into a modern
language, probably dating from the middle of the thirteenth
"30
century.
Kasten, the editor of the edition used in this
study, adds that Secretum Secrotorum, a Latin translation
from Arabic by Felipe de Tripoli, is the form most widely
known throughout Europe.

The text contains an introduc

tion and eight tractados or chapters.

It begins with an
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attribution of the work to Aristotle, tutor to Alexander
the Great.

Aristotle sent this book to advise and aid

Alexander when he was governing in Persia.

It was written

in a secret language only Alexander could decipher.
The eight tractados deal with a series of con
siderations necessary for the good conduct of the king
and the well-being of the kingdom.

Kasten states that

there have been constant additions to the original text,
which provided a model for princes.

Thus, included is

instruction on the qualities of a king, his ministers,
rent collectors, and ambassadors.

Advice on the organiza

tion of an army and strategies to be used in war is given.
The work also contains a lapidary, and rules on hygiene.
Thus, Poridat do las Poridades presents not only a moral
picture of the ideal king, but, in addition, all he
should know.
Sancho IV, Castigos y Documentos para Bien Vivir
King Sancho IV, el Bravo, ruled Castile from the
death of his father Alfonso X in 1284 to 1295» although
he had the Cortes of Valladolid depose Alfonso in 1282.
According to Hey, the editor of the edition used for this
'•51
study, Castigos y Documentos was written in 1293.
The anteprologue states that the advice set forth
is profitable for persons of all stations.

However, in

the prologue Sancho tells us he is writing this work for
the education of his son Ferdinand, who became Ferdinand IV,

ruling from 1295-1312.

Thus, the work is mainly an ex

position of ideal kingly conduct.

Gonzalez-Palencia

notes the existence of a similar type of work in Arabic
literature, the Collar de Perlas, by Ivluza II, who gives
3p
moral and political advice to educate his son. " Rey
declares thau the wise men who helped Sancho compile the
Castigos y Documentos for his son followed the process
used by the editors of the ALphonsine works.

This method

consists in taking moral lessons from the Holy Scriptures
and illustrating them with oriental fables and maxims of
ancient wise men.

The works most frequently cited are

the Sentences of Peter Lombard, the Scholastic Discipline
of Boethius, and the Decretals of Pope Gregory.

Thus, in

Castigos y Documentos is seen a blending of oriental and
western sources.
As we have said, Castigos y Documentos is mainly
an exposition of ideal kingly conduct.

The importance

of friendship, truth, patience, and chastity

is shown,

while the dangers of covetouaness, envy, and treason are
presented.

The king-to-be is informed on such state

matters as the duties of his vassals and the sage conduct
of war.

Thus, the future king is given a model of con

duct to be followed with regard to God, to himself, and
to others.
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Juan Manuel, Libro del Cavallero et del Escudero
Juan Manuel (1282-134-9), the grandson of Ferdi
nand III and a first cousin of Alfonso X, first entered into
battle against the Moors in 129'+•

Much of his early life

was spent in a series of alliances designed to retain or
regain the province of Murcia, which he had inherited
from his father.

When King Alfonso XI (1312-1350) decided

not to marry Juan Manuel's daughter as he had promised,
Juan Manuel rebelled against the King, seeking alliances
with the Moors.
Although much of Juan Manuel's life was spent in
political turmoil, he found time to study and write.
Gimenez Soler asserts that for his time, Juan Manuel was
not just well-read, but very learned.

His main purpose

in writing was to educate and to spread culture.

J

In

addition to the Libro del Cavallero et del Escudero, we
shall examine three ether works of Juan Manuel—the Libro
de los Estados, the Libro de Patronio, and the Libro
Infinido.
The Libro del Cavallero et del Escudcro was
X lL
written in 1326.
In the prologue Juan Manuel says the
model was a book read to him in Seville.

Gimenez Soler

says that his model was Lull's Libre del Orde de la
*
'55
Cava.yleria.
In this work of Juan Manuel, a young knight meets
an old hermit, who had been a knight, and asks him a
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series of questions.

These questions include queries

about the most honored state among laymen (knighthood),
angels, paradise, hell, birds, fish, beasts, herbs,
trees, rocks, metals, the sea, the earth, the heavens,
and the planets.

While answering these questions, the

hermit often sidetracks, giving advice and adding infor
mation.

He defines a knight, and speaks on such topics

as God's relation to man and the world, friendship, and
the education of the sons of kings.

Thus, the purpose

of this work is to teach the rules of chivalry through
the conversations between a young knight and an old,
former knight.

The work is also an encyclopedia of

medieval knowledge.
Riquer was used.36

The edition of Castro Calvo and

Juan Manuel, Libro de los Estados
According to Gimenez !3oler, this work, written
from 1327-1332, was'probably suggested by a real happening,
the renunciation of the throne by the oldest son
37
Jaime II of Aragon in order to take holy vows.

of
In

addition, continues Gimenez Soler, the Libro de los
Estados is a new Christian adaptation of Barlaam y Josaphat.

Juan Manuel probably was not familial with the

Barlaam y Josaphat attributed to St. John of Damascus,
but instead had probably read an Arabic or Hebrew rendi
tion, which he adapted to his times and enlarged with his
personal experiences.
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The Libro de los Estados consists of two parts,
in which questions and ansv/ers are exchanged between the
pagan King Morovan, Johas, his son, Turin, the knight
who brought up Johas, and Julio, a Christian philosopher.
King Morovan wants to keep the pains of this life from
Johas, v/ho nonetheless, finds out about death.

Julio

is brought to the court to help educate Johas, who be
comes a convert to Christianity.

Thus, the Libro de los

Estados is a treatise on the education of a Christian
prince.

It includes a description of the various classes

of society, both lay and ecclesiastical, and the obstacles
which each group faces before attaining Salvation.
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edition used was that of Gayangos.

The

Juan Manuel, Libro de Patronio
The Libro de Patronio is probably the best known
work of Juan Manuel.

According to Gimenez Soler, it was

written between 1350 and 1355.

As presented by Don

Pascual de Gayangos, whose edition wa3 used for this study,
the work consists of four parts:

(1) a prologue and

fifty-one "exemplos," commonly called El Conde Lucanor;
(2) two "razonamientos" and an "excusacion;" (3) the
"Razonamiento de Patronio al Conde Lucanor;" and (4) "Los
treinta proverbios.
The examples, which form the major part of the
work, are tied together by the main characters, the Conde

Lucanor and his advisor, Patronio.

The Count is faced

with a series of problem situations.

Patronio advises

the Count with a tale for each situation, and sums up
the moral in a short rhymed couplet at the end of the
example.

The examples emphasize a practical philosophy

of life as the Count is advised to maintain his position
with prudence, tolerance, and sagacity.
Juan Manuel, Libro Infinido
The Libro Infinido, written from 1342 to 1344, is
the last work of Juan Manuel, who died in 15^9*

The tur

bulence of his life of political intrigue had subsided.
In fact, Juan Manuel tells us that he is writing the
Libro Infinido because his position is secure, and it is
better to pass one's time writing books than playing dice
or doing other despicable things.41
This book, like so many of the Middle Ages, such
as Poridat de las Poridades and Castigos y Documentos, is
a treatise on the education of princes.
to Juan Manuel's son Don Ferrando.

It is dedicated

However, instead of

theorizing and drawing upon historical and classical
examples, Juan Manuel utilizes his own experiences.

In

several instances he refers the reader to his own Libro
de los Estados for fuller treatment of the topic under
discussion.

Thus, in his last work, Juan Manuel advises his

son on what he should do and what kind of a man he should
strive to be.

There is information on such topics as

justice, war, fortifications, advisors, messengers, rent
collectors, meddlers, and friends.

Don Ferrando is in

structed on the care of his body and soul.

Juan Manuel

stresses the importance of knowledge for success in this
world, leaving to his son a practical guide for worldly
success.
Juan Ruiz, Libro de Buen Amor
The first edition of the Libro de Buen Amor by
Juan Ruiz, the Arcbpriest of Hita (1283-1349), was written
in 1330.

According to Menendez Pidal, it was retouched
hO
by the author in 13^3.
The edition used for this study

is that of Cejador y Frauca, which first appeared in 1912.^
A more recent edition by Joan Corominas was unavailable
at the time research for this study v/as being done.

Since

that time, the author has had the opportunity to compare
these two editions.

Since no major differences were

found in passages significant to this study, it was de
cided to retain the Cejador y Frauca edition.
The Libro de Buen Amor is a collection of verse
compositions, loosely tied together by a central narrative
element, which Menendez Pelayo calls a picaresque novel
44
in autobiographical form.
These novelistic elements
describe the adventures of a priest seeking amorous en
tanglements.

The work also contains fables and enxienplos,

from esopic and oriental sources, a paraphrase of the
.Art of Loving by Ovid, as well as allegorical, satirical,
religious, and lyric poetry.
refers to the love of God.

The buen amor in the title

However, the work also deals

with amor loco, the physical love between men and women.
In any discussion of the Libro de Buen Amor two
problems arise, the ^o of the work, and the intent of the
author.

In part, the autobiographical form may reflect
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the reality of the author's personal liistory.

On the

other hand, the autobiographical form may be embroidered
with fantasies, or designed to impart drama to the satire,
or give structural unity to the work.^
The intent of the work—instruction or entertain
ment—has been the subject of much debate.

Juan Kuiz

himself declares in several places that his aim is to
teach..

However, Menendez Pidal feels the work is a fare-

v/ell parody of the didacticism of the Middle Ages.47
On the other hand, Lida de Malkiel maintains that the
Libro de Even Amor represents the full flowering of
h

medieval didacticism, and combines teaching and pleasure.
According to Guzman, the discussion of the true character
of the Libro de Buen Amor finds the experts divided into
two camps—those who disregard any didactic intention,
and those who fee] that both didactic and entertaining

aspects of the work should be considered with equal seriou
49
ness. ^

The controversial character of the Libro de Buen
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Amor might be explained by the Arabic tradition of mockseriousness already mentioned in the discussion of
Calila y Jimna.

It might also be accounted for by the

historical surroundings of the Archpriest, in which the
traditional, ascetic values of the Middle Ages are being
challenged by the worldly values which will find full
expression in the Renaissance.
Pero Lopez de Ayala, Rimado de Palacio
Pero Lopez de Ayala (1332-1407) was involved
actively in the politics of his day, serving as minister
to four kings, Pedro I (1350-1369), Enrique II (13691379), Juan I (1379-1390), and Enrique III (1390-1406).
This period, marked by dynastic struggles, was recorded
by Lopez de Ayala in his Cronicas and in his Rimado de
Palacio.
The title of this verse composition has been
called inexact by Diez-Echarri, who points out that Rimado
de Palacio, as well as the alternate titles, Riinos de las
Maneras de Palacio and Libro de los Fechos de Palacio,
50
apply only to part of the poem.
Kuersteiner, whose
edition was used for this study, employs the title Poesias
,
del Canciller Pero Lopez
de Ayala.51
The work begins with a confession by the author,
touching upon the Ten Commandments, the seven mortal
sins, and various deeds of mercy(l-189).

Severe social

criticism of various classes follows (190-441).

A third

part contains political criticism and includes "los
fechos del palacio" (44-2-705).

Stanzas 706-795 are pleas

for God's help and forgiveness, prayers, and songs.

The

1378 Schism in the western Church is deplored in stanzas
796-834, followed by a lyrical interlude dedicated to
the Virgin (835-888).

The majority of the remaining

stanzas (889-1399) present the story of Job, according
to the Morals of Saint Gregory.
Libro de Miseria de Omne
This anonymous work has been edited by Artigas in
Co

an article titled "Un nuevo poema por la cuaderna via."
The anonymous author mentions Pope Innocent III (11981216), who wrote a book entitled "libro de miseria de
omne" (2, 3).

Since the Pope's work is written in Latin

and not available to many, the anonymous author will put
it into cuaderna via.

The Castilian poem is an amplified

version of Innocent's De Miseria Humane Conditionis, also
known as De Contemptu Mundi.
Artigas dates the handwriting in the manuscript
from the last third of the fourteenth century.

He says

that the language is from the fourteenth century and that
there are no linguistic clues enabling him to date it
more specifically.

The text of Artigas, employed in

this study, contains no capital letters except at the
beginning of a sentence.

There is no punctuation, and

the use of Z» (et) and O (_s) are maintained.
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According to Artigas, De Contemptu Mundi is a
collection of sacred and profane texts dealing with the
miseries of human life.
littled.

This world is constantly "be

Men are criticized for their sins, such as

pride, ambition, and greed.

A criticism of the various

estates and offices (389-430) is not included in Innocent
work.

The Spanish author attacks the sins of secular

and ecclesiastical offices, reflecting what Menendez
Pelayo calls the moral disorder of the fourteenth century
Libro de los Gatos
The Libro de los Gatos, a collection of 65
fables or exienplos, is, according to Keller, a rendition
of the Narrationes or Fabulae of the English monk Odo of
Cheriton.

Odo was probably in Spain around 1224, yet

the only extant manuscript in Spanish dates from the
fifteenth century.

Keller declares that the Spanish

compiler did not limit himself to servilely copying Odo's
Latin moralizations.

The Spanish version gives more de

velopment to the concluding sermons, often expanding them
to originate different moralizations.
A clear instance of these expanded sermons is
found in the tale of the dog and the crows.

In the Latin

version, edited by Hervieux, example XXIa, "De Canibus
et Cornicibus," consists of equal amounts of tale and
C£

moralization.

In the Spanish version, enxienplo
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is composed of one-third tale and two-thirds sermon.

The
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Spanish compiler thus repeats the Latin conclusion, but
then tacks on his own judgment.
What kind of moralizations are presented?

Sins,

such as boasting, telling lies, greed, and pride are de
plored.

The reader is warned of the devices of the devil

and the dangers of this world.

Powerful men who are un

just or ungrateful are criticized, as are worldly ecclesi
astics.

The social vices which plagued society are strongly

satirized.

Both Keller and Amador de los Rios point out

this legitimate protest against the social evils of the
57
day, both secular and ecclesiastic.

Table 1
Summary of Primary Sources
Date58

Genre

Bocados de Pro

middle of the 13th century

didactic prose

Libro de los Buenos Proverbios

first half of the 13th century

didactic prose

El Libro de los Cien Capitulos

1217-12£2gJ
12814-1295

didactic prose

Libro del Consejo y de los
Con3ejeros

early lljth century^

didactic prose

Calila y Dlmna

trans,12£l

didactic prose
(examples)

El Libro de los Engsnos

1253

t>seudo-did8Ctic
prose (examples)

Las Siete Partldas

1256-1265

legal prose

Porldat de las Poridades

middle of the 13th century

didactic prose

C8stigos y Documentos para
Blen vivir

from 1292-1293

didactic prose

Libro del Csvallero et del
Sscudero

1326

didactic prose

Libro de los Estados

between 1327-1332

didactic prose

Work

ro

Table 1, Continued
Llbro de Patronlo

between 1330-1333?

didactic prose
(examples)

Llbro Inflnldo

between 132-1314^2

didactic prose

Llbro de Buen Amor

first version, 1330
second version, 13^3

many types of
poetry

Rlm8do de Palaclo

begun before I38I4 and
finished after llj03

narrative and
didactic poetry

around 1375

didactic poetry

around lljlO

didactic prose
(examples)

Llbro de Mlseria de
Libro de loa Gatos

Omne
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CHAPTER 2
STATIC ELEMENTS
The reader will recall from the Introduction
that static elements express interest in otherworldly
values, and urge maintenance of the status quo.

Pre

sented in this chapter are the three main groups of
static elements found in the works examined, namely, an
interest in the other world, the adherence to a static
social structure, and the expression of static literary
traits.
Toward the Other World
It has been stated that, according to Sorokin,
the Ideational culture is static.

Its needs and aims

are spiritual, eliminating or minimizing physical needs.
It prefers everlasting and non-material or spiritual
values.

The other world is stressed, while this one is

scorned; non-material values are praised, while material
ones are criticized.

Man's actions are directed toward

attaining salvation in the world to come.
In nearly all the works examined, statements
which noted the importance of the other world were found.
This stress on the other world is due chiefly to the
importance of Christianity in medieval society.
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Christian emphasis on otherworldliness and salvation
has "been mentioned by various social and literary his
torians.^

Saint Thomas reminded Christians that concern
p
about temporal matters was unlawful.
Christ, according
to Saint Matthew had asked, "For what is a man profited,
if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own soul?"
(XVI, 26).

Thus, man's chief aim in this life was to

assure his place in the next world, scorning the tempta
tions of this world.
As we shall see, this concern for the other world
is not given equal stress in all the works.

While a few

emphasize the importance of the world to come, it is
nearly ignored in some works, and blended with an interest
in this world in others.

Since this chapter deals with

static elements, we v/ill only note the interest in the
other world as it appears in all the works, commenting on
any contradictions which may arise in the following chapter.
The works which are chiefly concerned with the
world to come are the Libro de los Buenos Proverbios, the
Libro deMiseria de Omne, and the Libro de los Gatos.

In

these works, the world to come is definitely more important
than this world, which is scorned.
Scattered throughout the Libro de los Buenos
Proverbios, a relatively short work of 3ome sixty pages,
are several statements upholding the importance of the
other world.

Indeed, wisdom, the work's most prized
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value, belongs to the other world, while honor and high
position are of this one (p. 14).

This world is scorned

as a worthless, deceptive, ephemeral place, which is full
of obstacles that keep men from seeing God.

Por example,

one philosopher declares "el ornne que ama su alma non
dexe de fazer aquellas cosas que sabe que (le) seran
buenas mayormiente pues que sabe que este siglo non es
durable, e que a de passar deste siglo al otro que es
7

cosa verdadera'1 (p. 13).
This world is often depicted as a working place
to gain the other one.

A clear example of this attitude

are the words attributed to Socrates, who wrote a letter
to a king whose son had died.

"E la carta es esta:

Dios ique siempre sea loado en su nonbre! fizo este
sieglo que es cosa de trabajo, e fizo el otro sieglo
que es cosa de gualardon pora cada uno segunt lo mereciere, e fizo el trabajo deste sieglo pora auer gualardon
bueno del otro por el trabajo que omne lleva en este
sieglo" (p. 20).^

Such statements as this, which en

dorse the world to come, are an important part of the
Libro de los Buenos Proverbios.

They work toward carry

ing out the author's purpose of presenting the teachings
of wise men, teachings which will benefit one's body and
soul
Another work, the Libro de Miseria de Omne, an
adaptation of De Mi3eria Humane Conditionis of Pope
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Innocent III, is, as one might expect from the title,
full of expressions of contempt for this world of misery.
This world is deceptive, for all its treasures are worth
nothing.

A typical passage declares:

Non es cosa
el sol que non sea muy lazrada
non es cosa ^o la luna que non sea muy menguada
E lo que se faze atienpo es gran vanidad prouada
^
ca quanto que nos fazeinos todo es poluo "Z nada(74).
The treasures of this world lead man astray, tempting him
with pleasures which he should forego in order to save
his soul.

This point of view is clearly seen, for example,

in the following passage:
Onde vos consejo amigos los que rriquezas auedes
si uuestras'almas amades en ellas non vos fiedes
ca ci en ella vos fiades con dios amor non
aoredes las
7
Almas con la rriqueza en vn punto las perderedes(187).
It is interesting to note, however, that early in the work
the author has listed poverty as one of the miseries of
man (100-112).

The poor man is ill-clothed and exposed

to the harsh winter cold.
friends.

He is shunned by family and

Wealth, on the other hand, leads to honor.

Yet

wealth is far from being good, for although it brings
honor, it must be earned honestly with hard work, and
brings with it many cares.

Thus, in the only instance

where the goods of this world are given any positive value,
it is with some reservations.

This single example is

further outweighed by the preponderance of passages
scorning this world, which were noted above.
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Thus, for the unknown author of the Libro de
Miseria de Qmne, the other world is more important than
this v/orld.

Throughout the work, the author reminds us

that man should work toward the salvation of his soul
by denying the treasures of this world and by doing good
works to gain the world to come.

For example, the author

v/arns:
Onde dize san matheo nolite tesaurizar
vuestros tej^oron entierra que se pueden ferunnar
£ vos las pueden ladronos de vuestras archas furtar
mas fazed ios en los cielos por vuestras almas
^aluar (279).e
In the Libro de Miseria de Otnne, the author's stress on
man's salvation determines his attitude toward this v/orld
and the next, placing positive value only in the world
to come.
The final work which stresses the world to come
is the Libro de los Gatos.

Its author narrates the

majority of his 65 tales to criticize the sins of the
secular and lay society of his day.

This world is scorned

because most of the sins are connocted with it.

In a

representative passage, we are reminded, "E dize San Pablo
en una epistola:

'Los que quieren ser rricos en este

mundo caen en much as ten la<j:iones e en muchos lazos del
diablo.'

Non aborrece

el apostol las rriquezas mas el

mal e el pecado que dellas viene" (ex. ^1).^
treasures of this world bring sins.

Thus, the

The glories of this

world are often seen as snares of the devil.

Example 29

tells of a wasp who perished in a spider's web.

The
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author explains, "El arana se entiende por el diablo
que pone este corayon a los ombres de tomar barraganas
e tomar rrique.zas e algo ajeno que es malganado.

E

despues que en ella estan, non se pueden partir dello.
Aquestas cosas son dichas cortinas del diablo.
Furthermore, this world is scorned not only because it
is filled with sin, but because it is only an ephemeral
dream (ex. 38, 45).
The author of the Libro de los Gatos repeatedly
urges his reader to take the difficult path to salvation
and not be like so many who give up the sweetness of
eternal life for a few fleeting pleasures (ex. 23 > 32,
40, 50).

Thus, the author of the Libro de los Gatos sees

this world as an object of scorn, full of temptations
which cause men to sin.

This world is merely a site for

man to try and win a place in the world to come, to
attain "11a gloria perdurable do non avra tristiza ninguna"
(ex. 23).
In some works disdain for this world is stated,
although, as we shall see, it is counterbalanced by ad
vice for getting along in this world.

For instance, al

though there is some interest in this world in Castigos
.V pocumentos, there is much concern for the world to
come and the salvation of man's soul."^

In the beginning

of his work, Sancho-tells his son that he wishes to teach
him "porque el que en este mundo biue sienpre es conbatido
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de tres espeyiales enemigos, los quales son el diablo e
el mundo e la carne, e por ende ha menester que estes
sienpre aperpebido para te defender dellos, e avn para
IP
los venper e ferir e echar de ti" (p. 35)*
Therefore,
as one would expect, the work is filled with scorn for
this world, the flesh, and the devil.

Sancho repeatedly

cautions his son that temporal goods are the snares of
the devil and must be avoided.

The most complete expression

of this idea is the following passage:
Sy el diablo te fiziere alguna cosa que
tu cuydes que es por tu bien, aunquc tal
bien como este te paresca alguna vegada
que es asi, non es duradero, que luego se
pierde. Demas, el bien que del resgibieses
todo seria a destruyrniento e a p e r d i 9 i o n
de la tu alma. Ca 9ierto deues tu ser
que el diablo non anda en pos que la tu
alma sea salua, mas por te la fazer perder.
E los bienes tenporales que te el fiziere
e con que te afalagare sera a perdicion del
alma. Por ende, guardate del e de los'sua
engannos, e conosije al tu sennor Dios que
es tu criador e tu saluador (p. 196 ).-*-*
Sancho also warns his son that the pleasures of this world
are all sinful.

Por example, chapter 37 is entitled,

"Quan Buena Cosa Es la Castidat et la Virginidat."
Furthermore, passages condemning worldly pleasures are
found throughout the work.

In a typical passage, Sancho

tells his son, "Refrenando e apremiando los malos sabores
de la carrne faras de ti bueno e algaras arriba la tu
alma, e abaxaras las maldades e tolleras de ti el poder
del dinblo" (p. 206).^
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Sancho reminds his son that the glory of paradise
is everlasting, while the pleasures of this world are
fleeting vanities (pp. 48, 176, 180, 219)•

Man must

suffer through this life, serving God to attain salvation
in the world to come (pp. 4-, 79» 171).

Thus, the scorn

of this world, the flesh, and the devil found in Castigos
y

Jocumentos reflects Sancho's Christian beliefs, and

makes much of his work a treatise on the salvation of the
Christian soul.
The purpose of another work, Bocados de Pro, is
to instruct the reader in wisdom which will serve him in
both this world and the next.

Juanicio tells King Boniura

that the proverbs of the philosophers "grand pro fasen
a quien quier que las oye, al alma e al cuerpo" (p. 73)
According to the words of the philosopher Ivledragis , wis
dom is good and honored "por que gana omne bien en este
mundo e en el otro!" (p. 34-3).
in this world and the next.

Thus, interest is shown

Yet the material goods of

this world are generally scorned, as men are urged to
seek those things which will endure and bring fame and
salvation, such as wisdom and good works.
ample is the words of Pythagoras:

The best ex

"pugna que tus mer-

cadorias sean espirituales e non tenporales" (p. 136)."^
Wisdom is most highly praised when it serves to bring
about man's salvation in the world to come (pp. 93, 109)•
Throughout Bocados do Pro men are advised not to
believe in this deceptive, ephemeral, changeable world,

which is full of suffering.

The scorn for this world

may be best summed up in the words attributed to Aris
totle:

"E el que mucho ama el mundo muere pobre, e el

que non lo ama muere rrico" (p. 259).
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A similar attitude of contempt for this world
and praise for the next is found in Galila y Dimna.

In

his introduction, Abdallah ben Al-muqaffa tells the
reader that men should love the other world more than this
cne (p. 12).

Chapter three of Calila y Dimna is almost

a spiritual autobiography of Berzebuey.

Berzebuey tells

us that he wants his soul to choose between the four
things men most desire and work for in this world:
pleasure, fame, riches, and the reward of the next world.
He decides to follow the difficult, road of religion, as
he is willing to suffer a bit to attain eternal joy.
The reward of the world to come is gained by doing good
works (pp. 22, 244,-271, 375).
The treasures of this world, which are perishable,
must be scorned.

Indeed, this world is seen as a place

filled with dangers and tribulations, and its pleasures
are not worth the risk of losing eternal joy.

This

attitude is best exemplified in the words of Berzebuey,
who cries, "iAy alma!, non se te aluengue el otro siglo
porque ayas a enclinar aeste; ca serias en tomar lo
poco e dar por el lo mucho" (p. 29)
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Thus, in Calila y Dimna one finds many statements

of contempt for this world.

Yet most of these expressions

of scorn are found in the chapter describing Berzebuey's
life.

As we shall see later, many of the moralizations

attached to the tales emphasize man's coping with this
world, with little or no concern for the world to come.
A single instance of scorn for this world and
praise for the world to come is found in the Libro del
Conse.jo y de los Conse.jeros.

In the chapter on knowledge

and advice, the author states:

MCa

dize el sabio Algaziel

que tres prouechos vienen al omne del saber:
que alunbra e abiua el sentido del omne:

el primero,

el segundo,

que faze despreciar la sobejania de las cosas del mundo;
el tercero, porque demuestra carrera por que vengan oinnes
mas ayna a la vida perdurable" (V, 214).
is concerned with both worlds:

A later quote

"Segund cuenta el sabio

Casiodoro, non ha el omne mejor amigo que el seso, ca
el es guarda en este mundo e del otro en el alma" (VIII,
36).

On the whole, however, the advice in the Libro del

Conse.jo y de los Conse.jeros is centered on coping with
this world, with only a glance toward the v/orld to come.
The first law of Las Siete Partidas says that the
laws contained in the first partida enable men to know
how to live according to God's pleasure.

Thus, the whole

first partida deals with the welfare of the soul, stating
frequently the necessity to aim for salvation and the
need for love between God and men.

For example, title 3»

law 4-, deals with the fourteen articles of faith, which
benefit men who believe in them by helping them to be
good Christians in this world and to save their souls in
the other world.

However, as we shall see, the greater

part of Las Siete Partidas deals with man's conduct in
this world.
In the works of Juan Manuel are a few statements
expressing the importance of the other world and salva
tion.

For example, in the first chapter of the Libro

Infinido Juan Manuel tells his son that to save his soul
he must believe and follow all the beliefs and practices
of the Roman Catholic church.

Juan Manuel reminds his

son, "la razon por que el home fue fecho es para salvar
iq

el alma" (p. 32).

In the Libro de los Estados Johas

wants someone to teach him about safeguarding his soul,
since the soul is what man should value most (pp. 287,
288).

Later, Johas-is told how men from all classes can

save their souls (pp. 337, 338).

Yet in one passage in th

Libro de los Estados Juan Manuel declares that the con
templative life, which concentrates on the next world, is
the most praiseworthy life possible (p. 3^2).

This idea

is also expressed once in the Libro de Patronio:

"0tro3i

los que pasan en este mundo teniendose en el por extrafios
e non ponen su talante en al sinon en las cosas por que
mejor puedan salvar las almas, sin duda estos escogen
la mejor carrera" (p. 439).
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In addition to these fev/ passages endorsing the
other world, there are examples of interest in a combina
tion of both worlds.

Such an instance occurs in the

Libro Infinido when Juan Manuel tells his son that through
knowledge men can save their souls and also be honored
and powerful in this world (p. 4).

In addition, certain

examples in the Libro de Patronio advise behavior which
will be beneficial for this world and the next (ex. 3>
14, 45, 50, 51).

However, as we shall see in the next

chapter, many of Juan Manuel's writings express interest
which cannot be called otherworldly.
Another work which ecpresses some concern for the
world to come is the Libro de Buen Amor.
reader will recall from chapter one

However, the

that there is am

biguity in the intention of the author, Juan Ruiz.

Thus,

nearly all the passages stressing the world to come are
juxtaposed with passages praising the things of this
world.

For example, Juan Ruiz tells us that his purpose

is to present examples which will teach man to attain
salvation.

Nonetheless, he admits that the book may be

misconstrued by some as a guide to sinning (p. 12).

The

death of Trotaconventos brings with it several warnings
to do good works, because all else is nothing at the time
of death (1530-1534).

Juan Ruiz then goes on to explain

how each Christian should prepare for the other world by
conquering this world, the flesh, and the devil.

Yet his

next section begins, "Quiero abreviarvos, senores, la mi
predicacion/ Ca siempre rae page de pequefio

sermon" (1606).

Juan Ruiz then goes on to praise the pleasures of small
women.

Thus, in the Libro de Buen Amor, interest in the

other world is only a part of the total work.
In still another work of the fourteenth century,
the Rimado de Palacio by Pero Lopez de Ayala, man is
urged to seek salvation and to scorn the things of this
ephemeral world.

Indeed, "Quien este mundo ama Z sigue

su carrera/ Acres<yienta por cierto lena en su foguera"
(552).

However, as we shall see, this world, as well

as the world to come, is important for Lopez de Ayala.
Thus, of the works examined, three stress unequivocably the importance of directing one's actions to
ward salvation in the world to come.

Two of these, the

Libro de los Gatos and the Libro de Miseria de Qmne, are
adaptations of ecclesiastical works by Odo of Cheriton and
Pope Innocent III.

This would account for their strong

expressions of scorn for this world and praise for the
world to come.

The Libro de los Buenos Proverbios, from

the first part of the thirteenth century, may, as we have
said in the Introduction, be a translation from the
Arabic moral work

by Honain Benishac.

The fact that the

stress on the other world is not counterbalanced by a
concern for this world may be due to the franklj' didactic
nature of the work, composed of moral sentences and not

fables.

Perhaps this stress on the other world may be

an illustration of the concern of Islam with salvation,
which is noted by von Grunebaum.22

Another possibility

for the otherworldliness of the Libro de los Buenos
Proverbios may be the blending of Arabic and Christian
thought which was mentioned in the discussion of Bocados
de Pro in chapter one.
In addition to the three works stressing the
other world, examples of static otherworldliness were
noted in Castigos y Documentos, Bocados de Pro, Calila y
Dimna, Las Siete Partidas, and to a lesser degree in the
works of Juan Manuel, Juan Kuiz, and Pero Lopez de Ayala.
All these works also express interest in this dynamic
world, which will be discussed in chapter three.
The Static Social Structure
The second static element to be discussed is the
social structure of the Middle Ages.

Many writers have

discussed various aspects of the medieval conception of
23
society.

It is generally agreed that medieval society

was hierarchically arranged, and that this hierarchy,
created by God, reflected the heavenly hierarchy of angel
To what extent is this evaluation of a static medieval
society borne out in medieval Spanish didactic literature
In El Libro de los Cien Capitulos, Las Siete
Partidas, Castigos y Documentos, the Libro Infinido, and
the Libro de los Estados, we find statements attesting to

a divinely ordained social hierarchy, the head of which
was the king, who was placed on his throne by God to rule
the world in God's place.
The first few chapters of El Libro de los Cien
Capitulos deal with kings and the governing of kingdoms.
The author states that the king is the seneschal of God
and has his power on earth.
those whom God loves well.

This kingship is given to
Since the king is God's

representative on earth, he must be loved and obeyed.
Indeed, those who would do evil to their king would be
punished by God.
The ideas mentioned in HI Libro de los Cien
Capitulos are reiterated in Las Siete Partidas, especially
in the second partida, which deals with the king and his
subjects.

We are told several times that the king has

his place from God (Prologue, II, 5» 5> 9; II» 13, 1> 13»
25» 26; II, 15, 1).

The emperor and the king are vicars

of God, placed to carry out justice in temporal things
(II, 1, 1, 5, 7; III, 18, 2).

Alfonso's son, Sancho, re

peats the idea of the king's having God's place on earth
in Castigos y Documentos.

The clearest expression of this

is the following reminder of Sancho to his son:

"JS para

mientes al estado que tienes, e despues que veas que eres
rey e enperador e conos9eras que tienes lugar de Dios"
(p. 91).24
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Juan Manuel, who, as we shall see, is one of the

chief defenders of the social status quo, also sets
forth the ideas mentioned above.

In the Libro Infinido

he declares that kings are the representatives of God
on earth.

As God's representatives, they should be

loved, feared, and served loyally (pp. 29-30).

In the

Libro de los Estados Juan Manuel again mentions the idea
that kings are given their positions by God (p. 289).
Thus, in five works, El Libro de los Cien Capitulos,
Castigos y Documentoe, Las Siete Partidas, the Libro
Infinido, and the Libro de los Estados, we find expressions
of the medieval idea of the king as God's representative
on earth.

This view of the king, whose position on earth

is made unchallengeable by religious teachings, is an
important part of these five v/orks, which blend religious,
moral, and socio-political advice.
Beneath the king, all other men in medieval
society were hierarchically arranged.

Since this hierarchy

was believed to be ordained by God, it was unchangeable
and static.

The object of life for the ordinary citizen

was to maintain, not advance, his station in life, lest
by failing to do the duty to which God had ordained him,
he disturb the necessary order of society.

Thus, one

purpose of the rigid social structure was to maintain
order.

Each man accepted the role given to him and ful

filled the duties fitting to it.
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Therefore, writers defending the established
hierarchy urge men to undertake only tasks suitable to
their stations in life.

Men should have knowledge about

their positions so they can carry out their duties.

Thus,

in las Siete Partidas Alfonso X tells us he is gathering
knowledge so men will know how to act toward God and
toward their temporal masters, each according to his
status.

To do this, each man must know what his station

is and what, according to his status, he should and should
not do (Intro., p. 3).

The work then goes on to define

the duties for all ranks of men.
The established hierarchy is also important for
the author of Bocados de Pro, who defends the status quo
by saying that it is good that some rule and some obey.
Each man should be placed in a station befitting him in
order to maintain the order of society.

Man is urged to

do not what he wishes, but what is suitable.

The king

also should carry out only the tasks worthy of his rank,
as Aristotle tells Alexander,
Sepas que todas las cosas son dos: o cosa
pequerma, e non conviene que tu la fagas
por ti, o grande que non te conviene que la
encomiendes a otro, ca si tu trabajares por
ti de las pequennas cosas enbargarte han en
las grandes, e si las grandes acomendares a
otro non se faran comno deuen, e sera el
danno mayor que el prouecho (p. 253).
It has been said that one of the strongest
supporters of the societal status quo is Juan Manuel.
Lida de Malkiel attributes this to- the influence of the

Dominicans, who accused heretical groups, such as the
Waldensians and the Beguines, of a propensity toward the
dissolution of society.

Maravall asserts that Juan

Manuel's attitude is a typical product of the static
society of the Middle Ages.27 In the Libro de los Estados
Juan Manuel declares that man must know his position and
preserve the order of society by remaining in it (p. 336).
One of the chief purposes of another work of
Juan Manuel, the Libro del Cavallero et del Escudero,
is to describe the state of knighthood and define the
duties appropriate for a knight.

At various points in

the work Juan Manuel makes it very clear that certain
matters do not pertain to knighthood.

A typical example

occurs when the youth asks the old man what herbs are.
The old man responds that this question is more suitable
for a doctor, adding, "Ga muchas otras vegadas vos lo he
dicho que tanto a de fazer el caballero para conos<jer su
estado et obrar en el como deue, que asaz le hace ])ios
merged conplida, si en esto a<jierta commo deue" (p. 53)•
For Juan Manuel, "la primera cosa que omne puede
fazer es conosi^er su e3tado" (p. 4-1).

The old man makes

it clear that the social order would be endangered if
each did not know and fulfill the duties of his station:
Et los estados son de tantas maneras que
lo que pertenescje al un estado es muy
dannoso al otro. Et bien entendedes vos que
si el cavallero quisiere tomar estado de
labrador o de mcnestra1, mucho enpes^e al
estado de cavalleria, et epso mismo si

estoa dichos toman estado de cavalleria;
otrosi si el rey toma manera de otro omne
de menor estado que el mucho yerra al su
sennorio (p. 41).
Thus, for Juan Manuel, as well as for Alfonso X, and the
author of Bocados de Pro, the static social hierarchy
must be upheld as each man knows and complies with the
duties of his station.
In addition, scattered expressions upholding the
static hierarchy are found in other works.

Pero Lopez

de Ayala mentions the advisability of assigning tasks
according to one's station in life (292-293)*

The author

of the Libro de los Buenos Proverbios declares that the
best knowledge a man can have is to know what his station
is and to carry out the duties befitting it (pp. 14, 16).
In El Libro de los Cien Capitulos the reader is advised
that each man ought to fulfill the duties of his station
(p. 15).
A man's station in life not only determines his
duties, but also his honor, privileges, and justice.
For example, in the Libro de los Estados Juan Manuel
asserts that the emperor's wife and son should have
enough income to maintain themselves according to their
rank (pp. 313, 315» 317).

One's relatives, fellow men,

and ecclesiastics should be honored according to their
station in life.

Similarly, King Sancho tells his son

to honor men according to their rank (p. 103).

Lopez

de Ayala urges that all appointees of the king, as well
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as the king himself, have all the paraphernalia which
goes along with their status (611, 616).
Men are to be rewai^ed according to their rank
in the social hierarchy.

The best example occurs when,

in Calila y Dimna, three men, a worker, a merchant, and
a nobleman, are rewarded by a king, each according to
his station (p. 449).

In Las Siete Partidas it is writ

ten that if a nobleman is killed in battle the members of
the cavalcade donate one hundred and fifty maravedis to
his family for his soul, while the amount the family of a
peon receives is only seventy-five maravedis (II, 25, 3)«
Rewards are not the only things determined by
rank.

In one work, Las Siete Partidas, men are often

meted out punishment according to their rank, as social
and juridical status tend to merge.

For example,

the punishments for reviling and abusing holy objects
are listed by classes, such as rich men, knights, city
dwellers, and Moors.

Another good example of justice

according to social rank is the punishment for murder.
A knight or nobleman guilty of murder would be exiled
forever, while a man of lowly status would be put to
death (VII, 28, 2; VII, 8, 15).

Thus, each man's role

in life is determined by his position in the God-ordained
social hierarchy.
As we have seen, men were urged to fulfill the
duties befitting their stations in life.

They were
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further advised, as we shall see, to comply with God's
order by being content with what they had.

This idea

of acceptance of what is given is expressed in several
works under discussion, although it is most stressed in
Boacdos de Pro and B1 Libro de los Cien Capitulos.
In Bocados de Pro man is repeatedly counseled
to be satisfied with what God has given him.

A clear

example of this attitude is the response of one philosopher,
who is asked, "'Quanto haver conviene al omne de ganar?'"
He answers, "'Gane de guisa que no haya de falagar a
ninguno, nin le mengue nada de lo que ha menester, e
esto sea si se toviere por pagado de lo que Dios le
diere'" (p. 2 0 1 ) .

28

Another good expression of this view

point is the remark of another philosopher, who tells
the reader, "el que se paga de lo que Dios le da es
rrico, e el que non se paga de lo que Dios le de non es
rrico'" (p. 392).
In El Libro de los Cien Capitulos acceptance of
the status quo is urged in those chapters dealing with
wealth and covetousness.

Although chapter 11 is entitled,

"De las Rentas del Rey e de Sus Pechos e de Como Se Deue
Crescjer el Auer que Da a Su Pueblo," most of the advice
urges satisfaction with the status quo.
example i3 the following proverb:

The clearest

"Mas faze su pro el

que puna de guardar lo que ha que el que puna de ganar
lo que non ha" (p. 16).

Later on, a whole chapter is
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devoted to praising those who are content with what they
have.

The best exaxiple of this attitude is the following

definition:

"El pagamiento es que se tenga omne por

abondado con lo que ha" (p. 58).

In the next chapter,

dealing with covetousness, the same plea to be satisfied
is urged in such expressions as "el que se paga con lo
que ha fuelga" (p. 59).
Another aspect of the plea to be content with
one's position is found in chapter 43, "De Los que Se
Guardan e Meten Mientes en Sy, e de Los que Se Meten en
Aventura."

Although men are advised to be perceptive

in their undertakings, the chapter closes v/ith the words,
"Mas vale que te sufras en el lugar que sea seguro que
non te atreuas e te metas en aventura; mas val que te
detengas por ser seguro que non que te antuuies e te
metas en aventura" (p. 52).
In addition, a few well-defined examples of the
idea of being satisfied with God's order are found in the
Libro de los Buenos Proverbios.

The most complete one

occurs at a meeting of four philosophers, who decide
that each should utter a single statement which contains
much wisdom.

The fourth philosopher, who has the last

word, declares, "non a cosa con que tanto fuelgue el
cuerpo commo por gradir que quier quel' acaezca, e por
seer firme e creyente con aquella parte quel1 quiso I)ios
dar" (p.

16).

a Dios.")

variant of "gradir" is "gradescer
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The plea for man to be satisfied with his lot is
found to a lesser degree in other works.

Of some 70

tales included in Calila y Dimna, two are told speci
fically to urge man to be content with his role in life.
These stories, which comprise chapter 13 are told to
answer the king's request to his philcsofher: "' pues dame
enxenplo del que dexa de fazer lo que le

conviene e le

esta bien e faze al, e non lo sabe nin lo puede aprender,
e desi torna alo que suele fazer e non lo puede cobrar,
e finca turbado'" (p. 401).
The philosopher tells the king of a man who ate
some dates for the first time while having supper with a
clergyman in another country.

The visitor wished that

dates grew in his country, in addition to all the de
licious fruits already growing there.

The clergyman re

buked him, saying, "'Non es buena and anjs a del que ha
menester lo que non-puede aver, e procura por ello, e
tu bien andante eres, pues te tienes por pagado con
ello'" (p. 402).
Then the clergyman relates the story of the crow
who tried to walk like a partridge.

The story, told in

only five lines, is followed by an equally long moral,
which concludes, "'loco es el que se entremete de fazer
lo que non le esta bien e muaarse dela medida a otra que
non le esta bien; que las vezes acaecje mucho mal alos
omes en mi:darse dela medida alta ala baxa, et asi se
derraman sus cosas et sus estados'" (p. 402).
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This plea to be content with one's status is also
found in other exempla in Calila y Dimna, although it
is not the primary motive for telling these tales (pp.
14, 62, 125, 3l3i 320, 440).

The most developed ex

pression of this point of view occurs in the chapter
illustrating true friendship, "El Cuervo, La Collarada,
El Raton, El Galapago y El Ciervo."
a mouse, tells his past experiences.

One of the friends,
He has learned that

material wealth is not worth risking one's life.
philosophy is summed up in the following phrases;

His
••'E

vi que non ha mejor cosa eneste mundo que tenerse omne
por abastado conlo que ha'" and "'E prove e sope que
ninguno non deve querer deste siglo nin buscar mas de
lo quanto le cunpla'" (pp. 240-241).

These words repre

sent the point of view of the author, who voices the
plea for man to be content with his lot as a major or
minor element in several of his tales.
Of approximately 30 enxienplos in the Libro
de Buen Amor, only two urge the acceptance of the status
quo.

The best instance is the tale of the frogs who

asked Jupiter to send them a king. Jupiter first threw
down a log, but when the frogs still remained unsatisfied,
he sent down a stork-king, who devoured them.

The tale,

told by the Archpriest in a dialog with don Amor, has
two morals:
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Quien tiene lo que l'cunple,
sea pagado,
Quien puede seer suyo, non sea
El que non toviere premia, non
apremiado:
Lybertat e sooltura non e n por
Byen anssy
Do son de sy
Tu, despues,
En cuerpos e

con ello
enajenado;
quiera ser
oro conplado.

acaesce a todos tus contrallos:
senores, tornanse tus vasallos;
nunca piensas synon por astragallo,
en almas asy todos tragallos (206,207).

The first moral, that subjects should be satisfied with
their lot, follows clearly from the tale.

The second moral,

that love makes vassals of free men and destroys them,
does not proceed as directly.

However, it fits in with

the attitude against love held by the Archpriest in the
section, "De Como el Amor Vino al Arcipreste e de la
Pelea que con El Ovo el Dicho Arcipreste."
Later, in the dona Endrina episode, dona Eridrina
tells the story of the wolf trying to improve his lot and
being defeated at every move.

The moral declares:

Ome cuerdo non quiera el oficio danoso,
Non deseche la cosa, de qu1 esta deseoso,
De lo que l'pertenesce non sea desdenoso,
Con lo que Dios le diere, paselo bien fermoso(780).
Although the moral may be applied to men in general,
dona Endrina tells the tale urging the Archpriest to be
content with his own lot.

Thus, for Juan Kuiz, content

ment with one's status is only a minor theme.
Single references to the importance of accepting
what is given are found in other works.

Por example, in

the Libro de Patronio the Count is urged to be satisfied
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and avoid risk (ex. 4; p. 429 )•

In "the Kimado de Palacio

Lopez de Ayala reminds us of the necessity of accepting
God's plan (1178).

The idea of accepting God's justice

is mentioned in El Libro de los Engarios (p. 2).
Thus, examples from various medieval Spanish
didactic works demonstrate that medieval man was exhorted
to believe the hierarchical structure of society to be
God-ordained and therefore, unchangeable and static.

The

order of society was maintained as men fulfilled the
duties of their roles and accepted what was given to them.
However, besides maintaining the social order, we shall
see that the hierarchy had another purpose.

It enabled

each individual to attain salvation, for every individual
soul

was of equal value in the eyes of God.

men from all classes could win salvation.

Therefore,

To gain sal

vation, each man must accept his role in life and fulfill
the duties of his station to the best of his ability.
We will first examine this relationship between
the social hierarchy and individual salvation where it
appears most prominantly, in the Libro cte I03 Estados of
Juan Manuel.

Here the Infante tells Julio that he under

stands that in whatever state a Christian finds himself,
he will be able to gain salvation.

Julio replies that

men of every station can attain salvation, but it is
easiest for an emperor, who can do more good works than
any other men (p. 304).

Then Juan Manuel lists the various classea of
society, relating their opportunities and obstacles on
the road to salvation.

Individuals from all classes

can be saved if they carry out their duties honestly
and loyally, not letting themselves be persuaded by evil
or greed.

For example, knights can save their souls if

they serve their lords as they ought and defend their
lands without greed and malice.

Two examples in the

Libro de Patronio deal v/ith the salvation of knights. The
Count, in example three, wants to know how he can best
amend for his errors, according to his station.

Patronio

praises the Count for adding the phrase "segun el estado
que yo tengo," and tells the story of King Richalte who
gained salvation fighting the Moors.

Later, in example

33, Patronio again tells the Count, that, according to
his estate, he can best serve God by fighting against
the Moors, and by praising the Roman Catholic faith.
Other scattered references to salvation according
to one's station are seen.

In Bocados de Pro we are

told that all men may gain salvation, but it is easiest
for a king (p. 156).

In Caati^os y Docuaientoa King

Sancho mentions that men from all classes can learn to
live without sin in order to save their souls (p. 29)•
We have seen that many of the works selected for
this study reflect the idea of a static social structure,
where the role of each individual is to comply with the

duties of his station, and to accept what God has given
him.

This concept of a divinely-ordained hierarchy was
"30

predominant in Christian medieval Europe.

However,

some of the works upholding the social status quo, such
as Bocados de Pro, the Libro de los Buenos Proverbios,
Calila y Dimna, and El Libro de los Cien Capitulos, are
part of the body of works which passed from Arabic into
Spanish in the thirteenth century.

According to von

Grunebaum, the Muslim shares in the sensitivity about
rank which is so characteristic of the Middle Ages.

He

asserts that the Muslim accepts divine order, resigning
himself to the inevitable and finding happiness in attuning
•31
himself to the will of the Lord.
Other works which supported the social status quo
were the Libro de los Estados, the Libro Infinido, Las
Siete Partidas, and to a lesser degree, Rimado de Palacio.
A. Hey has noted the relationship between Las Siete
Partidas and Bocados de Pro, the Libro de los Buenos
Proverbios, Calila y Dimna, and El Libro de los Cien
Capitulos, ascribing the similarities to their common
sources, the sayings of wise men illustrated with examples from the Holy Scriptures.

xo

Similarly, the writings

of Juan Manuel derive much from this general body of
medieval thought.

Thus, Muslim as well as Christian

teachings could account for the support of the static
social structure found in these works.
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In addition, we have already noted two possible
explanations for Juan Manuel's support of the societal
status quo, namely, the influence of the Dominicans or
the natural product of the static society of the Middle
Ages.

Juan Manuel was also interested in maintaining

his social position as the son of a prince.

The authors

of Las Biete Partidas and Castigos y Documentos, both
kings or respectful subjects, were similarly interested
in defending the hierarchy to insure their positions and
to maintain social order.

It v/ill be remembered that

during the late Middle Ages the nobles frequently fomented
strife in an attempt to keep the monarchy from gaining
power.

Thus, the expressions of support for God's

divinely-ordained hierarchy were probably due to the
political need of the times, as well as to the predominant
ideals of Christianity.
Static Literary Traits
The final static element which concerns us is the
expression of static literary traits.

The reader will

recall that the Ideational culture and the literature it
produces are called static by Sorokin, while the Sensate
culture and the art it produces are dynamic.

The litera

ture of the Idealistic culture is less static than that
of the Ideational culture, but more static than that of
the Sensate culture.

Here we shall be concerned with

certain Idealistic literary traits which are static when
compared with the more dynamic ones of a Sensate culture.
To discuss literature, Sorokin describes what he
feels are the main characteristics of "inner traits" of
each cultural system.

In this chapter and the next we

will be concerned with two of these inner traits.

First

of all, the Ideational literature, turned mainly to the
super-Sensate world, pays little attention to concrete
and real historic events, to paysage, and to individual
portraiture of real persons.

Idealistic literature con

centrates upon durable types, and not upon individual
persons, events, and scenery.

Sensate literature presents

individual persons, events, and scenery.

The second inner

trait we shall be concerned with deals with the role of
art.

For the Ideational culture, art is religion and

inseparable from it.

The Idealistic culture views art

as a great moral and civic and religious agent, while for
the Sensate culture, art is an instrument of amusement
and entertainment.
It has been said that the literature of the
Idealistic culture system concentrates on types rather
than on individuals.

According to Black, the rigid

social structure of traditional societies of Western
3
Europe in the Middle Ages tended to inhibit individualism.
Indeed, we have seen that it is not the individual who
is important, but rather his position in the social
hierarchy.

It is not surprising to find that the
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catalogs of the classes of society found in Las Siete
Partidas, Rimado de Palacio, the Libro de los Gatos, the
Libro de Miseria de Oiane, and the Libro de los Estados
usually describe types, not individuals.
Let us now look at some specific instances of
types in the medieval Spanish works discussed in this
paper.

In Bocados de Pro the only specific names are

those of King Bonium and the various philosophers he
hears.

Otherwise people are referred to typologically:

"rey torticiero," "amigo puro," "un sabio."

Bonium

travels to "tierras de India," but the only other place
name mentioned is the "first village" (p. 68).

Similarly,

in the Libro de los Buenos Proverbios there are no
specific places or characters, except the various philoso
phers.

Other people are referred to only generally, "uno

de sus discxpulos," and "el que mal faze."
In Poridat de las Poridades Biblical characters,
such as Gain and Abel, along with Aristotle and Alexander,
comprise the individuals mentioned.
are predominant:
alguacil."

Otherwise, types

"los yndios," "los tuertos," and "el

In addition, throughout the work the author

presents another type, the ideal king.

In El Libro de

los Engafios, the only specific names are King Alcos and
(Jendubete.

Other characters are lacking individuality:

a beautiful woman, a man, a youth, a thief, and a hunter.
In Calila y Dimna a specific character, Berzebuey, goes

to a specific country, India.

Yet the fables included

in this work present types, such as the wise man, the
chief cook, the lion king.
Types are also seen in the works of the late
thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries.

In El Libro

de los Cien Capitulos Aristotle is the only specific
person mentioned.

Other people include types:

"un

dezidor," "el sabio," "un versificador," "el rey," and
"los avaros." The -Libro del Conse.jo y de los Conse.jeros
mentions specific philosophers, such as Seneca and Cicero.
Yet the concern is with depicting general types, such as
a "mancebo," "amigos," and an "omne de dos lenguas."
In Castigos y Documentos, as in Poridat de las Poridades,
the ideal king is defined throughout the work.
other than historical personnages, are general:

Characters,
"el

mojo pequenno," "el omne sabio," "el omne complido."
Here, however, more specific historical and Biblical
figures are mentioned.

For example, chapter six refers to

Locari, King of Armenia, Saint Aduarte, King of Dacia,
and Saint Elizabeth, daughter of the King of Hungary.
• Two works, related in part to the fourteenth
century, and in part to the thirteenth century, contain
character types.

In the Libro de Miseria de Qmne, men

are criticized by classes, and the author is interested
in man in general.

Aside from philosophical and Biblical

personnages, no specific characters are mentioned.

The

Libro de los Gatos presents types through allegory.
There are no individual characters.
In all the thirteenth century works examined here,
characters are referred to in general terms.

Classes

or types may denote sex, e.g., "una muger," "una vieja";
occupation, e.g., "un cazador," or a predominant virtue
or vice, e.g., "un rey torticiero," "un amigo puro."
There is no attempt at individuality and little interest
is paid to specific characters other than the occasional
mention of proper names.

Thus, the interest is in types—

classes of men and their vices.

These findings happily
34coincide with the evaluations of Jackson and Huizinga.
Jackson declares that characters in medieval literature
were determined by the presence or absence of virtues
and vices.

Huizinga, describing medieval society as it

is revealed in medieval literature, states that the norm,
or the model, and not the individual, is important.
Are these character types found in the works of
the fourteenth century?
of Juan Manuel.

Let us look first at the works

In the Libro del Cavallero et del Escudero,

his first work, Juan Manuel presents the type of the ideal
knight.

Although Juan Manuel often refers to his charac

ters by class, there is a great deal of individuality,
which will be discussed in the following chapter.

In a

similar fashion, allegorical types, such as the figure of
Lent, may be found in the Libro de Buen Amor.

However,

here, too, there are expressions of individuality which
will be dealt with in the following chapter.

The class

types found in the Rimado de Palacio are similarly
countered by an interest in individuality, which will
be noted later.
For the Idealistic culture, art is a great moral,
civic, and religious agent.

In the Libro de los Buenos

Proverbios, Bocados de Pro, Poridat de las Poridades, the
Libro del Conse.jo y de los Conse.jeros, and Castigos y
Documentos, art is clearly at the service of the moral
and religious ideals of the society, which?re presented
in strings of philosophical aphorisms and unadorned
commandments.
In these works, statements are found which demon
strate the didactic intention of the author or translator.
For example, Joanicio tells us in the Libro de los Buenos
Proverbios, "Cada uno de los sabios dixo tales palabras
e tales enxiemplos que los cora^ones de los omnes entendidos fuelgan con ellos, e fazen grant pro a qui quiere
que los aya al cuerpo e al alma, ca nunqua fue omne que
oyesse .las sus palabras que se non pagasse dellas" (p. 3)*
Because he is desirous of learning, King Bonium in Eocados
de Pro is advised to have the words of the philosophers
written down (p. 8P).

Poridat de las Ibridades was

allegedly written by Aristotle, in response to a request
from Alexander.

Aristotle writers, "Et rogaotes me que
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uos fiziesse libro que uos guiasse en uuestros fechos
asi commo yo por mi uos guiaria" (p. 31)•
In the anteprologue to Castigos y Documentos,
Sancho declares his purpose:
Los quales enxenplos e castigos son muy
aprouados e muy prouechosos a toda
pressona de qualquier estado o condition
que sea, asi eclesiasticos commo seglares;
asi sennores commo sieruos; asi grandes commo
pequennos que en el quisieren aprender; e
les terna muy grant provecho, asi a las almas
commo a los cuerpos. E apreridera muy buenas
costunbres e condiciones para beuir en este
mundo onrradamente e sin pecado, en manera
que se saluara si quisiere (p. 29).
Although there are no such statements of purpose
in the Libro del Conse.jo y de los Conse.jeros and El Libro
de los Cien Capitulos, these works are didactic in their
content and method of presentation.

For example, in

the Libro del Oonse.jo y de los Conse.jeros
often begin, "De Commo Omne Eeue . ..."

chapter titles

After the subject

is defined, there is often a list of evils resulting from
not following the advice given.
Another work which serves as a moral, civic, and
religious agent for society is Las Siete Partidas.

For

example, in the first partid a, Alfonso answers the
question, "A quien tienen pro las leyes" (I, 1, 10).
Laws teach men to know, love, and fear God, to be loyal
and obedient to their superiors, and to know themselves
in order to live in happiness and peace in this world
and the next.
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In other works serving either the moral or
religious ideals of society, some attempt is made to
engage the interest of the reader by delighting, instead
of simply preaching at him.

Examples are used in

Calila y Dimna, the Libro de Patronio, and the Libro
de los Gatos.

In Calila y Dimna and the Libro de Patronio

questions or situations are posed by a king or nobleman
to a philosopher or counselor.

The counselor responds

with examples which entertain and teach.

Juan Manuel

clearly sets forth his intention in the Prologue to the
Libro de Patronio:

"Et porque cada home aprende mejor

aquello de que se mas paga, por ende el que alguna cosa
quiere mostrar a otro, debegelo mostrar en la manera que
entendiere que sera mas pagado el que la ha de deprender"
(p. 369).

He continues that not all men understand

subtle things, or take pleasure in reading books or
learning what is in-them.
Johan, . . .

He concludes, "Por ende yo don

fiz este libro, compuesto de las mas

fermosas palabms que yo pude, et entre las palabras
entremeti algunos enxemplos, de que se podrian aprovechar
los que los oyeren" (p. 369)•

Thus, don Juan Manuel,

like the authors of Calila y Dimna and the Libro de los
Gatos, hopes to teach and entertain.

The only v/orks

where the chief purpose of art as a moral and religious
agent serving society can be questioned will be discussed
in the following chapter.

In this chapter we have noted and evaluated the
static elements found in selected medieval Spanish di
dactic works, grouping these elements into three cate
gories.

In nearly all the works examined, some static

elements were found.

However, the most consistently

static point of view was set forth in the Libro de los
Buenos Proverbios.

Although the Libro de los Gatos and

the Libro de Miseria de Omrte provided the most important
expressions of static otherworldliness, no substantial
evidence upholding the static social hierarchy was found.
On the other hand, Bocados de Pro, El Libro de los Cien
Capitulos. Castigos y Documentos, Calila y Dimna, Las
Siete Partidas, and the works of Juan Manuel voiced strong
support for the societal status quo.

These works also

revealed some concern for the world to come.

Yet as we

shall see, these static elements represent only a part
of the total view expressed in these works.
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CHAPTER 3
DYNAMIC ELEMENTS
V/e have seen that static elements face the
other world, support the social hierarchy, and present
types*in a literature which has a moral purpose.

As

one might expect, dynamic elements concern themselves
primarily with this world, reflect or urge change in
the social hierarchy, and portray individuals in a
literature which is created to entertain.
Toward This World
According to Sorokin, an Ideational culture,
which is concerned only with a non-material, unchanging
world beyond the senses, is static.

A Sensate culture,

on the other hand, affirms only the ever-changing world
which presents itself to the senses.

It is dynamic.

Having noted expressions showing interest in the other
world in the previous chapter, we will here examine state
ments concerned with man's welfare in this world.

Actions

are motivated by worldly goals, such as honor, fame, and
wealth, instead of by a concern for the salvation of
one's soul.

This world is seen positively, and men are

given practical advice for dealing with situations re
lated to this world and not to the world to come.
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Nearly all the works examined show interest in
man's ability to cope with this world.

For example, one

purpose of Las Siete Partidas, which discusses such as
pects of this world as wars, lawsuits, wills, and
marriages, is to teach man how to live with men and to
have a good life in this world (I, 1, 1, 3? 6).
One area denoting interest in the world of men is
the practical advice on the treatment of friends found
in several works, together with statements praising the
value of human friendships.

For example, the following

undisputable declaration of the high esteem of friend
ship is one of many "found in Bocados de Pro:

"la mejor

cosa que omne gana es amigo leal" (p. 183)."*"

In the same

work, advice on making and keeping friends includes
statements such as "

E dixo:

el buen amigo es el que

olvida el tu yerro nin telo rretrahe ni te rretraye el
p
bien que te ha fecho" (p. 103).
A short treatise on friendship is contained in
Las Siete Partidas.

In title 27 of the fourth partida,

friendship is defined, and advice for maintaining
friendship is offered.

In lav/ 5 it is explained, "Tres

guardas deben haber et poner los amigos entre si porque
la amistad dure entrello3 et non se pueda mudar:

la

primera cosa es que siempre deben seer leales el uno
al otro en sus corazones."

The law continues, "La

segunda guarda deben haber los amigos en las palabras,
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guardandose de decir cosa de su amigo de que podiese
seer enfamado ol pueda venir mal por ende."

The law

concludes, "La tercera guarda es que home debe bien
obrar por su amigo, asi como lo farie por si mesmo."
A short chapter in the Libro del Conse.jo y de
los Conse.jeros declares that a man should strive to
gain friends who love him for his worth and not out of
fear, for such friends, who love out of fear, will try
and destroy the one they love (VIII, 39)•
In Calila y Mmna chapters three and four show
how an evil person can break up a friendship, while
chapter five demonstrates how valuable true friendship
is.

At the end of this chapter the reader is told, "'El

arte delas mas flacas bestias llego a tanto ense ayudar
unos a otros, en ser leales e pafientes.'"

Then the

author reminds the reader, " *E commo estor9ieron los
unos por los otros de grand tribulacion, quanto mas lo
deven fazer los omnes en ayudarse los unos alos otros e
estorceran delas ocasiones e tribulaciones que enel
mundo son e acaescen'" (p. 253).
Chapter 35 of Castigos y Documentos is en
titled, " De Que Todos Los Que el Omne Guenta por Amigos,
Que rion Son Todos Equales."

Sancho warns his son that

all friends are not true friends.

The most complete ex

pression of this idea occurs at the end of the tale of
the medio amigo.

The old father tells his son, who has

just seen that all his own friends are not loyal:
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Mio fijo, tu ves commo estauas engannado
fasta aqui de los cient amigos que cuydauas
que auies. Por ende, toma este castigo de mi:
Nunca fie3 mucho en el amistad que te alguno
prometa fasta que lo ayas prouado, nin lo
alaues mucho nin des gran loor a la cosa que
non cono39es nin ayas visto, nin fies mucho
en palabras ferraosas nin apuestas que te
digan fasta que las prueues por obras (p. 169).
Sancho ends the chapter by reminding his son that he can
win a friend by good deeds, and that once he has gained
a loyal friend, to love him as he loves himself.
The tale of the medio amigo is also found in the
Libro de Patronio to illustrate the idea that many human
friendships are unstable.

Like the son of Sancho IV,

the Count is warned that all his friends will not be re
liable in times of stress.

Patronio declares, "ca cierto

sed que algunos son buenos amigos, mas muchos non; et por
aventura los mas de los amigos son de la ventura, que
asi como la ventura corre, asi. son ellos amigos" (ex. 48).
However, unlike Sancho, Juan Manuel carries the story a
step further, interpreting it "spiritualmente."

Man

should strive most to win the friendship of God and Christ,
the truest and best friends man can have.

Thus, in his

tale, Juan Manuel is attempting to give advice for this
world and the next.
However, two other enxenplos of Juan Manuel deal
exclusively with earthly friendships.

Example 22 relates

the story of the friendship of the lion and bull, which
is destroyed by hearsay fabricated by jealous friends.
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Juan Manuel concludes, "Por falso dicho de home mintroso,/
Non pierdas buen amigo et provechoso" (ex. 22).

In

example 34-, "De Lo Que Contescio a un C iego Que A.destraba
a Otro," Patronio warns the Count never to put himself in
danger, even if he is reassured by a friend.
Friendship is also touched upon in another work
of Juan Manuel, the Libro Infinido.

The last part of

this work is called, "De Las Maneras del Amor."

Here

Juan Manuel describes the fifteen kinds of love or
friendship, and tells his son how to treat each type of
friend.

This advice is realistically aimed at coping

with this world.
passage:

A typical example is the following

"La dezena manera, de amor de tienpo es cuando

vn onine que ama a otro porque en aquel tienpo le cunple
el su amor, et desque aquel tienpo es pasado, olbida de
ligero lo que el otro por el fizo.

Quando entendieredes

que avedes tal amigo, consejovos yo que vos aprouechedes
del en el tienpo" (p. 83).

Thus, for the authors of

Bocados de Pro, Las Siete Partirias, Calila y Dimna,
Castigos y pocumentcs, the Libro del Conse.jo y de los
Conse.jeros« the Libro de Patronio, and the Libro Infinido,
human friendship is an important asset for dealing with
the world of men, and therefore, the subject of much
practical advice.
In addition, many works also give practical advice regarding enemies and warfare.

The most complete

84expression of all aspects of the advice on warfare is
found in the Libro de los Kstados of Juan Manuel.

The

author warns that the worst of all evils is war, which
should be avoided.

However, if one's honor is involved,

and war is inevitable, Juan Manuel gives detailed in
formation about preparing for and waging war.

An example

of the thoroughness of his coverage is the following:
Otrosi debe facer mucho por tener barruntes
Espies! et esculcas JspiesJ con sus contrarios,
por sa"ber lo mas que pudiere de sus fechos,
et debe facer cuanto pudiere porque cada noche
duerma en lugar do sea seguro et a lo menos
do non recele ninguna sobrevienta; et si
albergare en yermo o en lugar que non sea bien
fuerte, debe poner esculcas luene et cerca,
porque nol' pueda acaescer ninguna sobrevienta,
et en el lugar do recelo hobiere debese
guardar sefialadamente de posar en aldea o en
lugar que non sea fuerte, do haya mucho vino,
porque las gentes que vienen can3ados, si
mucho vino fallan non se saben guardar como
les es mester et toman muchas vegadas por
ello grandes yerros (p. 320).
Advice for coping with this world, with little or
no regard for the world to come, is found in other areas
as well.

Por example, many of the works examined warn

men against acting in haste.

The least developed ex

ample occurs in the Libro de I03 Buenos Proverbios:
"—Quien se apresura mucho entrepieca" (p. 17).

Here

the idea is summarized in a proverb, which is only one
of many proverbs on assorted topics.

The author of the

Libro del Conse,jo y de los Conse.jeros counsels men to
look into things carefully, avoiding rashness (VIII, 35;
VIII, 38; XI, 162).
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In El Libro de los Cien Capltulos a whole
chapter is dedicated to moralizing on the results of
acting in haste.

Typical warnings include "el que se

apresura yerra" and "quien se festino non es seguro que
non entropecara" (p. 15). (In a textual note A. Key
defines "festinar" as "apresurarse").
Three works present tales urging man to avoid
rash actions.

In the Libro de Patronio, Juan Manuel

includes the tale of the merchant who buys the follow
ing advice:

"que cuando fuese muy safludo, et quisiese

facer alguna cosa arrebatadamente, que se non quejase
nin se arrebatase fasta que supiese toda la verdat"
(ex. 36).

The merchant remembers the advice, which pre

vents him from unjustly killing his wife and son.
Many tales of El Libro de los Engafios are told
to keep the king from acting hastily, and also from
being deceived by the wiles of women.

A good illustra

tion is the tale of the man who kills his dog, thinking
that the dog has killed his child.

In reality, the dog

had destroyed a snake, which was threatening the child.
The teller of the tale, the fifth counselor, concludes,
"—E senor, non te conteza a tal en tus fechos, ca
despues non te podras arrepentir.

Non mates tu fijo,

que los enganos de las mugeres non an cabo nin fin"(p. 20).
This warning that hasty actions often bring
grief and should, therefore, be avoided, is most developed

in Palila y Dimna.

In chapter eight the same story of

the man who killed his dog rashly is told in answer to
the king's request to hear a tale about what happens to
those who act without thinking.

Much of chapter 11

which describes the virtues a king should have, deals
with the inadvisability of precipitous actions.

Eeled,

advisor to King Cederano, saves Cederano from the con
sequences of a rash command.

Instead of killing Helbed,

Cederano's wife, as he is ordered, Beled only pretends
to have killed her.

After the King has grieved over

his error, Beled reveals the truth.

When Cederano asks

Beled what he would like as a reward, Beled replies,
"'Senor, non he mene3ter delo tuyo cosa, salvo que tu
merged quiera ser vagaroso quando se ensafiare e que
pienses la cosa antes que la mandes esecutar,,, (p. 394-).
In all these works—the Libro de los Buenos Proverbios,
"the Libro del Conse.jo y de los Conr.e.jeros, the Libro de
Patronio, El Libro de los Engarios, and Callla y Dimna—
men are urged to avoid rash actions as a means of better
coping with this world.
To be successful in the world of men, one must
learn to recognize different types of men, and to be
alert to the wiles of deceptive and evil men.

The Libro

del Conscjo y de los Conse.jeros warns men to be on their
guard against evil men with well-sharpened tongues,
hypocrites, and flatterers (VIII, 37i

X, 436, 438).
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In Castigos y Documentos Sancho tells his son to be,
instead of a lapidary of precious stones, a lapidary of
men:

"See lapidario en conoscer bien los omnes e en

saber estremar el vno del otro e en saber fazer a cada
vno aquello que meresce e en saber poner a cada vno el
oficio e en qual estado deue seer. .. ."

Later,

he warns his son about meddlers, flatterers, fools,
traitors, and liars (pp. 139, 160, 182, 184, 188).
In Poridat de las Poridades, Aristotle tells
Alexander that he can know much about men from their
physical appearances.

Thus, "El que a los oios que semeian

oios de las bestias aterecidos et de poco mouimiento jet
amortecidos en catar es engannoso, et ladron, e_t traydor
et uagaroso"(p. 63).

In the Libro de Patronio, Patronio

warns the Count about being deceived by strangers in the
tale of the king who wished to be an alchemist and the
tale of the emperor's new clothes (ex. 20, 32).

He ex

poses the motives of flatterers in the tale of the fox
and the crow (ex. 5).
Many of the tales of the Libro de los Knganos
are to warn the king of the wiles of deceptive counselors
and women.

A typical ending to the counselors' tales is

"E sefior, non te di este enxenplo sinon que oepas quel
engano de las mugeres ques muy grande e sin fin" (p. 22).
Thus, a practical knowledge of men is advised in the
Libro del Conse.jo y de los Conse.jeros, Castigos y
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Documentos, Poridat de las Poridades, the Libro de
Patronio, and El Llbro de los Enganos as a means of
coping with this world.
The emphasis on practical wisdom as means for
dealing with this world is found most strongly in El
Libro de los Engano3 and the Libro de Patronio.

In

El Libro de los Enganos nearly every fable shows in
terest in coping shrewdly with this deceptive world.
Perhaps the best example is the tale of the merchant
who manages to outwit three men by eavesdropping in the
right place at the right time.

The prince concludes his

story with the words, "Sefior, non te di eete enxenplo
sinon porque sepas las artes del mundo" (p. 37).
In the Libro de Patronio, Patronio shows the
Count how to deal with various problem situations, often
urging him to act for his own advantage and self-interest
(ex. 2, 8, 17, 31, 4-7).

The clearest example of astutely

using a situation to one's own advantage is example 17,
"De Lo Que Acaescio a un Home Que Habia Muy frrant ?ambre,
Quel' Convidaron Otros Muy Flojamente a Comer."
concludes the story with the following advice;

Patronio
"'Et

vos, sefior conde Lucanor, pues entendedes que aquello
que aquel home vos rogo es vuestra pro, dadle a entender
que lo facedes por cumplir su ruego, et non paredes
mientes a cuan flojamente vos lo ruega, et non esperedes
a que vos el afinque mas por ello*" (p. 385).
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As we have seen, interest in coping with the
world of men to insure a more comfortable and powerful
life in this world is expressed in many of the works
studied, most importantly in the Libro de Fatronio, El
Libro de los Enganos, Castigos y D ocuinentos, and Calila
y

Dimna.

Peirce contends that the aim of Oriental

didactic literature is to teach man to live astutely
among his fellow men.^

Thus, the practical advice for

dealing with life found in these works may be attributed
to their Oriental origin or influence.
Besides giving practical advice for dealing with
the world, many works present positive aspects of the
goods of this world.

For example, the Libro del Conse.jo

y de los Conse.jeros and Castigos y Documentos mention
the idea of wisdom as a tool for increasing one's
wealth (VIII, 36; p. 207).

Juan Manuel declares in the

Libro Infinido that through wisdom man can attain power
and honor in this world (p. 4).
Indeed, one of Juan Manuel's main preoccupations
is his honor.

His position is stated most clearly by

the Count in the Libro de Patronio:
Patronio, una de las cosas del mundo
porque home debe mas trabajar, es por
buena fama et por oe guardar que ninguno
le pueda trabar en ella; et porque yo se
que en esto nin en al ha quien mejor pueda
consejar, ruegovos que me consejedes en
cual tnanera pod re mejor acrescentar et levar
delante et guardar la mi fama (ex. 16).
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Thus, the importance of honor is mentioned frequently
5
in the writings of Juan Manuel.
Patronio repeatedly
advises the Count to take whatever action is necessary
to maintain and protect his honor.
Another one of Juan Manuel's worldly pre
occupations is the welfare of his estate.

For instance,

in the Libro de Patronio, the Count asks what he can
do to "aprovechar mucho mi facienda" (ex. 45).

In

the Libro Infinido Juan Manuel commands his son to in
crease his estate (pp. 37, 60).
Interest in this world is also seen in the
Libro d e Buen Amor.

For example, in the section called

"De Como Todas las Cosas del Mundo Son Vanidat sinon
Amar a Dios," Juan Kuiz spends one stanza paraphrasing
the title, and then goes on to praise worldly pleasures
(105-114).

Money is given positive value in the words

of one of the serranas, and in the words of Trotaconventos
(1042, 819-820).

In addition, the power of money is de

tailed in the "Exienplo de la Propiedat Que'l Dinero
Ha" (490-514).

Money can turn the world upside down,

making the slave a master and the master a slave.
The importance of this world is expressed by
Lopez de Ayala in the attention he gives to worldly
affairs (604-617, 643-671).

For instance, the nine

things by which the power of a king is known relate to
this world.

He also gives advice to those who would be

counselors to princes.

Wealth is considered an asset

in this world, and money should be well-made.

In addi

tion, the officials of the land should be rich.
The most important works expressing positive
support for human, earthly values are those of Juan
Manuel, Juan Ruiz, and Pero Lopez de Ayala.

However,

the reader will recall that these works also upheld the
values of the other world.

Let us consider first the

case of Juan Manuel, who is motivated by his honor, his
estate, and by the desire to save his soul.

For example,

in the prologue to the Libro Infinido, he states that
through knowledge man can save his soul, as well a3
achieve earthly success (p. 4).

The same idea is expressed

in his introduction to the Libro de Patronio:

"Este

libro fizo don Johan, fijo del muy noble infante don
Manuel, deseando que los hombres feciesen en este mundo
tales obras, que les fuesen aprovechamiento de las
honras, et de las faciendas et de sus estados; et fuesen
mas allegados a la carrera porque pudiesen salvar las
animas" (p. 368).

In keeping with this purpose, several

tales exhort behavior which will benefit man in this
world and the next (ex. 3» 14, 50, 45, 50, 51).

In

example 50 Patronio elaborates on this point of view:
Et para saber cual es en si, halo de
mostrar en las obras que ficiere a Dios et
al mundo; ca muclios parescen que facen
buenas obras, et non non buenas, ca todo
el su bien es para esle mundo; et creed que
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toda esta bondad que les costara muy cara,
ca por este bien que dura un dia sofriran
rnucho mal sin fin. Et otros facen buenas
obras para servicio de Dios, et non cuidan
en lo del mundo; et eomo quier que estos
escogen la rnejor parte et la que nunca les
sera tirada nin la perderan; pero los unos
nin los otros non guardan entramas las
carreras que son lo de Dios et del mundo;
et para las guardar amas ha mester muy buenas
obras et muy grant entendimiento; que tan
grave cosa es de facer esto, como tener la
mano en el fuego et non sentir la su calentura; pero cuidandolo de Dios et ayudandose
home, todo se puede facer; ca ya fueron
muchos buenos reys et otros homes santos,
pues estos buenos fueron a Dios et al
mundo (p. A-21).
Thus, the findings of our examination of the static and
dynamic elements in the works of Juan Manuel coincide
with the observations of Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel and
Maria Ramona Key.

Lida de Malkiel has asserted that al

though Juan Manuel recognises the supreme value of God,
n

he does not negate the value of this world.

Maria

Ramona Rey declares that the usual position of Juan
g

Mamiel is one of "bidimensionalidad conciliadora."

This simultaneous concern for both worlds is
also seen in the Libro de Buen Amor.

Here, however, in

stead of attempts at harmonising the two points of view,
Juan Ruiz vacillates between them.

For example, love

adventures are often followed by moral disquisitions.
He declares that all things of the world are vanitieo,
and then goes on to praise them (105, ff.).

At times,

Juan Ruiz condemns earthly riches, and at other times,
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gives them positive value.

Thus, instead of attempting

to harmonize the two points of view as Juan Manuel did,
Juan Ruiz vacillates between them.
We have noted passages in Rimado de Palacio which
scorn worldly things, and others which praise them.
Wealth is condemned in one instance and considered an
asset elsewhere.

In El Libro de los Cien Capitulos one

finds much the same attitude toward wealth.

In two

different chapters in the book, riches are called "gracia
de Dios" and are praised for the good.they can accomplish
for the kingdom and for the individual (pp. 16, 56).
author clearly condones wealth in such statements as
the following:
El auer da senorio al que non ha derecho
de lo auer, e da esfuer<;o a quien non ha
esfuerfo nin poder; el auer es guarda del
pres<?io e ayuda de la buena vida e guarda
e onrra de los fijos e de las mugeres.
Gana omne buena lauda con buenos fechos;
gana omne buen prez, e buenos fechos gana(n)se con el auer (p. 16).
Yet the author reminds us that rich men disobey God,
v/hich action keeps them from entering the other world
(p. 56).

Thus, in El Libro de los Cien Capitulos, as

well as in the Rimado de Palacio and in the Libro de
Buen Amor, one finds vacillation or contradiction be
tween the spiritual and the worldly.
Our examination of static and dynamic elements
in medieval Spanish didactic works has revealed a

The

simultaneous concern for both this v/orld and the next
most strongly expressed in the Libro de Patronio, the
Libro de Buen Amor, Kimado de Palacio, and to a lesser
degree, in El Libro de los Cien Capitulos.

This struggle

between the spiritual and the worldly reflects the spirit
of the times in which these works were written.

Thus,

our findings happily coincide with the observations of
von Grunebaum, Menendez Pelayo, Menendez Pidal, and
Valbuena Prat, who have all seen this time as a clash
Q
between the ascetic and the worldly.
Our findings also
bear out the evaluations of Sorokin, who has seen this
epoch as a point of equilibrium between the otherworldly
Ideational culture and the worldly Sensate culture.

In

this period an Idealistic culture, which faced simul
taneously this world and the next, flourished.
This growing interest in worldly affairs is also
seen in the ecclesiastical sphere.

Mumford and Coulton

note that toward the end of the Middle Ages even pious
matters have a worldly tinge.A. Lev/is asserts that
the Roman Catholic Church had become so involved with
financial matters that it neglected its spiritual and
moral leadership.These evaluations are corroborated
by scattered statements in the works of Juan Manuel, Juan
Kuiz, Pero Lopez de Ayala, and in the Libro de Miseria
de Omne and the Libro de los Gatos.

In the Libro de los Bstados Juan Manuel declares
that the Pope should not concern himself with trying to
amass great wealth, ignoring the other parts of his
job (p. 359)*

Lopez de Ayala declares that the papacy

is wealthy and that no man <ver saw a Pope die in poverty
(196).

Elsewhere, Lopez de Ayala reproves prelates for

their worldliness and laments the Schism of 13 7B (217,
796-84-3).

Juan Huiz criticizes clergy who do things

which are not in their jurisdiction (1144-).

In an ex

treme example he satirizes the morals of the clergy by
noting the reactions of the priests of Talavera to the
letters from the Archbishop, saying that clergy who were
married or who kept women would be excommunicated
(1690-1709).
A significant number of tales included in the
Libro de los Gatos criticizes clergy who succumb to
12
temporal things.
-For instance, example 51 criticizes
prelates who are proud of their wealth.

The most direct

and emphatic plea against worldly ecclesiastics is the
moral of the twenty-fifth example.

In this tale, a fox

puts on a sheep's fur in order to get amongst the flock
and eat the lambs.

The author declares that many who

wear white habits and seem to be the sheep of Christ are
false prophets.

He concludes, "Aquestos tales son

rreligioso3 falsos e falsos pecadores o los falsos
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clerigos que non quieren otra cosa de los ombres rricos
sinon tierras o vinas o possesiones; onde mas querria
un moro o judio por vezino que non tal rreligioso" (p. 78)•
The Libro de Miseria de Cnne also criticizes
worldly clergymen (39&).

A section criticizing priests

who would rather hunt and play chess than care for souls
is a fourteenth century addition, not found in the Latin
original (399-407).

Thus, this criticism of the world-

liness of clergymen by fourteenth century writers is
another indication of the struggle between spiritual and
terrestial values which marked the decline of the Middle
Ages.
Dynamism in the Social Structure
In the preceding chapter, statements supporting
the static hierarchic structure of medieval society were
noted.

Compliance with God's order was stressed.

In

this section of chapter three we shall point out ex
pressions describing dynamic aspects of medieval society.
First of all, possibilities for change in social status
will be examined.

Then comments expressing dissatisfaction

with the societal status quo and noting or urging social
changes will be discussed.
It has been stated that the static hierarchical
structure of the Middle Ages generally allowed little or
no mobility.

Nonetheless, references to social mobility

have been found in the didactic works examined for this
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study.

Before presenting these examples, it will be

well to comment first upon the idea of social mobility
in the Middle Ages.

Suarez, de Stefano, Maravall, and

Heilbroner discuss various changes in the social
structure due to the creation of an economy based on
1"5
monetary wealth. ^ Mohl, commenting on the preponderant
advice in medieval literature for each one to be content
with his position and not seek change, declares that the
large amount of such counsel is due to the fact that
there was much change.14 What examples of social mobility
do we find in the Spanish medieval didactic works being
examined in this study?
Las

Siete Partidas tells us that a man can change

his status three ways.

However, the changes of status

mentioned are all negative

since they only indicate

possibilities for downward mobility, such as exile or the
loss of liberty (VI, 1, 18).

The only other changes of

status indicated in the Partidas are the provisions for
slaves becoming free (IV, 21, 7; IV, 22, 1-7).
In Castigos y Documentos Sancho devotes a whole
chapter to spiritual strength or goodness of heart
(esfuergo bueno).

One of the things which esfuergo bueno

can accomplish is upward social mobility:

"Ivluchos fueron

aouello3 omnes que fasta el dia de oy non seyendo de
grandes logares, mas de pequennos, por bondat e por buen
esfuer9o de corayones pujaron a grandes estados" (p. 172).
As an example, he mentions the Cid.
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Buen esfuergo, a spiritual strength which en
ables man to rise is closely related to wisdom, another
means of improving one's station.

Scattered examples of

the social importance of wisdom are found in the Libro
de los Buenos Proverbios, Bocadon de Pro, and El Libro
de los Cien Capitulos.
Two well-developed examples are found in the
Libro de los Buenos Proverbios.

In one instance, a rich

man and a poor man seek the hand of the same girl in
marriage.

The father gives her to the poor one, saying

he was wise and had the hope of becoming rich, while the
rich man did not have the wisdom to keep his fortune.(p. 28).
In the second example, Aristotle tells how he, a poor
servant of the king, learned from Plato, who was teaching
the king's son.

According to this tale, a man's fortune

depends on his brains and not on his lineage (p. 11).
The story of Aristotle and the king's son is re
peated in Bocados de Pro.

Here the change in status due

to wisdom is more fully developed.

As the king crowns

Aristotle he says:
£ porque veades todos quan noble cosa eo el
saber ved la mengua de su linaje, e ved
quanto le presto oy en este dia la sapiencia
que Dios puso en el, e ved, amigos, quan
poco valio oy a mi fijo el linaje onde
desciende, e quanto le enpescio la rnuchedunbre de la neacedad que oy se mostro en
el (p. 79).
A variation of presto is aprovecho.

A less developed
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instance of a rise in status through wisdom in this
work is the tale of the negro 3lave, Leogenin, who be
comes advisor to his master (p. 326).
Similarly, in a chapter on wisdom in El Libro
de los Cien Capitulos, we are told a few times that
wisdom is more important than lineage, for through wis
dom one can accomplish many things.

For example, "El

ensenamiento es de las mas nobles cosas del mundo;
alcanqan los omes de los linajes viles en alto logar"
(p. 27).15
An isolated, but well-developed, example of
social mobility occurs in Calila y Dimna.

We are told

that Dimna, a lynx of noble heart and great estate, was
not satisfied with his position.

He wished to get

closer to the lion king, thus bettering his status.
According to Dinma, one must work hard to attain greater
dignity.

However, this instance of ambitious upward

striving is unapproved by the author, as Dimna's revolt
against the status quo brought him disgrace and death.
The reader will recall that the usual attitude of the
author'of Calila y Dimna urges satisfaction with one's
lot.
In contrast is Pero Lopez de Ayala's attitude
to those who would improve their position by gaining
favor with the king.

Although he notes dissatisfaction

with the life at court, he gives practical advice to
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those who would be advisors to princes (643-671).

Thus,

he tacitly condones changes in status.
We have stated that Juan Manuel was one of the
staunchest defenders of the social status quo.

Yet in

his works Maravall detects undulations disturbing the
surface of the static and traditional society of the
Middle Ages."^
function.

He notes the loss of the monopoly of

For example, all knights are no longer nobles.

There is a greater differentiation of subgroups in each
social class.

For instance, in the third estate, power

ful bourgeoisie and honored citizens are not really in
the same class as poor artisans and laborers.

There is

also a rapid entry of "hombres de criazon" into the noble
class.

For example, in the Libro de los Estados Juan

Manuel mentions that most of the house and land officials
are from the third estate.

They are brought up by lords

in their houses and- may attain great honor and wealth
(p. 338).
Another indication of this undercurrent of social
change is the fact that the wealthy are no longer just
the nobility.

Juan Manuel differentiates between "home

rico" and "rico home."

The "home rico" is any man with

wealth, such as a merchant, while the "rico home" has
wealth which brings honor, indicated by the number of
knights he has as vassals carrying his banner (p. 335).
It is interesting to note that Las Siete Partidas,

written about seventy years before the Libro de los
Estados, has no mention of the "home rico" as such, but
defines the "ricoshomes" as counts or barons (IV, 25» 5).
Thus, some indications of social mobility are
found in the Spanish didactic literature of the later
Middle Ages,

however, one should recall that taking all

the works as a whole, more emphasis was placed on main
taining the established hierarchy than on urging social
change,

frequent examples denoting contentment with or

support for the social order v/ere more important than
scattered indications of the social mobility.

In addi

tion, the thirteenth century works which provided
occasional examples of social mobility—the Libro de los
Euenos Proverbios, Bocados do Pro, Calila .y Pinna,
Castigos y Pocumentos, and EI Libro de los Gien Capltulos
generally indicated possibilities for mobility without
disturbing the social structure.

By the fourteenth

century, social change was more prominent.

Even in the

writings of Juan Manuel, who supported the societal
status quo and his position in it, one detects siibtle
indications of the changes in society.

Perhaps, as Mohl

has suggested, the frequency of references stressing
maintainance of the status quo voices the pleas of author
who, noting the changes taking place in society, wish to
17

uphold the traditional order.
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V/e have seen that indications of social mobility
are dynamic.

In addition, statements expressing dis

satisfaction with the status quo are dynamic.

The reader

will recall that the late thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries were a period of transition from an Ideational
to a Sensate culture, from the Middle Ages to the
Renaissance.

Part of this transition is reflected in

the disorganization of the societal status quo, as men
are no longer content v/ith the stations as they are.
Disorganization is accompanied by contradictions
and vacillations.

We have already noted conflicting

attitudes toward material values and toward this world.
The prime example of vacillation, perhaps disorientation,
on the social level, occurs in Rimado de Palacio (4-25,
^•37, 4-39, 4-57, 4-74-).

Lopez de Ayala tells us the world

is badly ordered and topsy turvy.

His societal relation

ships seem to be in a state of flux.

His insecurity and

dissatisfaction produce fear.

Unlike the Cid, who "en
1 ft
buen ora nascoj1 Lopez de Ayala is not self-confident.

He answers the question of his identity with "Seriores,
digo, yo que en mal dia nascy" (426).

Thus, Lopez de

Ayala reflects the disorganization he sees in society.
The dissatisfaction and vacillation expressed
by Lopez de Ayala are only part of the total picture.
The need for social change is implied in criticism of
society.

In Riroado de Palacio, as well as in the Libro
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de los Gatos, and the Libro de Miseria de Omne, criticism
of society by classes is found.

Lopez de Ayala describes

corruption on many levels of society.

For example,

lawyers are criticized for their desire for money, and
merchants, for their greed (233f 370).
An enumeration of different classes is also found
in Las Siete Partidas (II, 9, 3-24).

The most frequent

vices of each class are listed with the appropriate
punishment, thus fulfilling the juridical purpose of the
work.

The reader will recall that Juan Manuel in the

Libro de los tistados also described the various offices
in the hierarchical structure.

The most frequent vices

of each group were mentioned as possible obstacles on
the way to salvation.

Thus, the criticism of classes by

Juan Manuel was done with an eye toward the world to
come.

The 3tress was on the salvation of souls.

In

Rirnado de Palacio the stress is no longer on the world
to come.

Lopez de Ayala's criticism of the corruption

found on all levels of society implies a need for a
change in human society, in this world, with no emphasis
on the world to come.
This emphasis on corruption is most clearly seen
in Lopez de Ayala's remarks on the ruling of the kingdom
(233-370).

The kings and nobles, abusing the powers

granted to them, are criticised for overtaxing and over
burdening the poor, producing a harmful decrease in
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The author of Rimado de Palacio declares

that the rich and powerful should defend the poor.
Thus, a change in the corrupt status quo ia urged.
Criticism of society by occupation or rank
is also found in the Libro de Miseria de Omne.

This

fourteenth century poem is an amplified version of I)e
—4

Miseria Humane Conditionis of Innocent III.

However,

the criticism of various estates and offices contained
in stanzas 3^9 to 4-30 is not included in the work of
Innocent III.

The Castilian author criticizes the

status quo, attacking the sins of various classes.

Mer

chants fix weights and lie about the value of their
goods.

The petty, dishonest dealings of the butcher,

baker, miller, shoemaker, blacksmith, carpenter, and
house servant are all exposed.
The best example of a plea for change in the
,

1Q

Libro de Miseria de Omne has been noted by Damaso Alonso.
He calls stanzas 114 to 121 the most animated passage of
the poem.

These passages, not contained in the Latin

original, deal with a lord out hunting, who decides to
spend the night at the cottage of one of his serfs.

The

family is left supperless, while their only hen is served
to the lord's falcon.

The serf and his family are forced

to spend the night at neighbors' cottages to make room
for the hunting party.

The poet says the undeserving

poor always suffer and concludcs that the cheep (the
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poor) are not safe with the lions (the rich).

Alonso

asserts that this picture of the lamentable conditions
of the slaves, in contrast with the comfort of the masters,
reveals the revolutionary attitude of the poet toward
social matters.
Social protest is also registered in the Libro
de los Gatos.

In example two, abusive arid unjust nobles

are criticized.

According to the author, when masters

do not give what is necessary, laborers will often steal.
Therefore, whatever crime they commit.is the fault of
the master.

Example 41 deals with a crow, who eats

the baby of a dove, after the dove has fulfilled
the conditions for the baby's release.

The author com

pares the crow to honored and powerful men who take the
goods, or even at times, the inheritances, of simple
men by false means.

The rich strangle the poor by de

manding money the poor cannot give.

In other examples

the author condemns powerful men who abuse the lowly and
noblemen who destroy their vassals (ex. 15, 17, 52).
All the works criticizing the status quo and
implying the need for social change are products of the
second half of the fourteenth century.

The reader will

recall that passages criticizing society in the Libro
de Miserla de Oinne were fourteenth century additions.
Expanded moral:!zations condemning social abuses in the
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Libro de los Gatos were probably additions of the
Castilian scribe, dating from the late fourteenth or
early fifteenth century.

Thus, these works reflect the

dissatisfaction with the old order, which is breaking
down, bringing to a close the Middle Ages.
Precursors of Sensate Dynamism
As we have seen, Idealistic literature concentrates
upon general types.
society.

Its main function is to serve

Sensate literature, on the other hand, presents

individualism.

For the Sensate culture, art serves to

amuse and entertain.

In this section we shall present

examples of these inner traits of Sensate art which are
found in the medieval Spanish works under discussion in
this paper.
According to Sorokin, the fourteenth century wit
nessed the dawn of the Sensate culture, and with it, the
stress on individuality in art.

Lopez declares that in

the fourteenth century artistic individualism, which had
20

been taking shape for some time, came fully to the fore.
In what way do the fourteenth century works examined for

this study reflect this rising tide toward individualism?
In the works of Juan Manuel the most important
individual seen is the author, who frequently refers to
himself and to his personal experiences.

Y,'e would agree

with Gimenez Soler, who declares that the Libro de los
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Estados "es casi una biografia del autor."

Juan Manuel

begins this work with an introduction to himself:

"Este

libro corapuso don Johan, fijo del muy noble infante don
Manuel, adelantado mayor de la frontera et del reino de
Murcia" (p. 278).

Later in the prologue Juan Manuel tells

us that he is writing according to how things happened
to him.

Julio, the main character of the work, tells

Johas that he is a native of Castile and was the friend
and teacher of Juan Manuel.

Julio refers to Juan Manuel's

experience and advice frequently.

For example, Julio

mentions "don Johan, aouel amigo mio de que vos yo
pp

fable (p. 312).

He also mentions Juan Manuel's book, the

Libro de la Caballeria as an authority on chivalry (pp.316,
335)1
Juan Manuel is also seen as an individual in the
Libro de Patronio. According to Gimenez Soler, it is
indubitable that Juan Manuel personified himself as the
2*5
Count Lucanor. ^ Many of the problems of the Count
happened to the author.

For example, Gimenez Soler notes

that the references to the enemy of the Count in example
nine alude to Alfonso XI and the siege of Gibraltar.
The author himself intrudes at times.

For instance, at

the end of example one he states, "Et entendiendo don
Johan, que este exiemplo era muy bueno, flzolo escrebir
en este libro, e fizo estos viesos en que se pone la
sentencia del enxemplo."

Juan Manuel is seen again as an individual in
his Libro Infinido, where as a father, he speaks to his
son.

The introductory sentence in each chapter begins

with the words, "Fijo don Ferrando."

Furthermore, the

author uses his own experiences instead of theorizing,
asserts Blecua.24

For example, Juan Manuel states that

he composed this treatise of experiences which happened
to him or which he saw happen to others (pp. 7, 25, 27).
Individuality in the works of Juan Manuel is
seen not only in the appearance of the author, but also
in his treatment of material.

Lida de Malkiel, discussing

the style of Juan Manuel, notes his skill at evoking
rich, concrete, historic backgrounds without naturalP5
/
istic descriptions."
Menendez Pelayo says the great
originality of Juan Manuel consists in extracting from
an existing anecdote all that it really contains, in
motivating the characters, and seeing them as live
figures instead of symbolic abstractions, and in noting
picturesque details.

He mentions as an example the

graphic potency of don Illan.

Castro y Calvo declares

that with Juan Manuel the symbolic figures of the fable
27
take on human character.
Thus, specific people are
mentioned instead of simply "a rich man," or "a knight."
For instance, in example twenty-eight, a real figure,
don Lorenzo Xuarez Gallinato, instead of "un omne," is
presented.
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Individuality is also found in the Libro de Buen
Amor,

The individual Juan P.uiz, like Juan Manuel,
28

figures frequently in the work.

Corominas asserts

that the individual literary protagonist—whether he has
resemblance to the historical Juan Kuiz or not—emerges
with a clear and unforgettable personality, ju3t as
OQ

dona Garoza, Urraca, and dona Endrina do.1"^
Lida de Malkiel also notes individuality in the
"50
abstract personifications, which turn into living people.

Benito y Duran comments on the plasticity of D on Carnal
and Dona Cuaresma, who appear as real persons instead of
symbols.
Other details which give concrete individuality
are noted in the libro de Buen Amor.
uses Arabic words:

The Moorish girl

Lesnedri, Leguala, A scut, Amx.y (1509).

Lida de Malkiel points out that the details of the
decoration on the tent of Don Amor dynamically evoke the
chores pertaining to each month, instead of statically
7>2

describing the customary allegorical figures.

There

also are definite references to time and place in the
Libro de Buen Amor (871, 951, 1185, 1209).
Individualism in the fourteenth century works
examined for this paper was found, as has been shown, in
the works of Juan Manuel and Juan Kuiz.

It is also

found, although to a much less significant degree in
other works of the period under discussion here.

In his
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Kiinado de Palacio, Lopez de Ayala speaks as an indivi
dual who has witnessed the events described (264, 279>
664, 672, 694).

However, his discussion of the classes

of men generally presents types, not individuals.

Simi

larly, in both the Libro de Miseria de Orane and the
Libro de los Gatos, types of men are presented without
individuality of person, place, or time.
As has been stated, entertainment, as a function
of art, is part of the Sensate mentality.

In which works,

if any, is entertainment, rather than alleged didacticism,
the chief function?
In his introduction to EI Libro de los Enganos,
Prince Fadrique states that he has made the translation
from Arabic into Spanish so men will learn, "que ninguna
cosa non es por aver ganar la vida perdurable sinon
profe9ia" (p. 1).

A textual variant for profepia is

"el bien obrar e el saber."

Yet in none of the tales

is there any mention of salvation, nor are there models
for exemplary moral conduct.

Thus, we would agree with

Keller, who declares that the raison d'etre of the
Libro de los Enganos is its power to entertain.

He states,

"its morals are all suspect; its tales overshadow di
dactic purpose; it does not come up to the specification
of didacticism.""^
Only in one other allegedly didactic work, the
Libro de Bucn Amor, does entertainment seem to be an

Ill
area of prime concern to the author.

Y/hether the

purpose of the Libro de Buen Ainor is to teach or to
entertain, has been the subject of much discussion, as
indicated in chapter one.
In conclusion, it can be said that the most im
portant precursors of dynamic sensate art are the works
of Juan Manuel and Juan Kuiz.

First of all, the desire

to entertain is noted in these works.

However, the

reader will recall from the previous chapter that although
Juan Manuel indicates his desire to please the reader,
his didactic intent is not ambiguous, as in the case of
the Libro de Buen Amor.
Secondly, in the works of both authors the in
dividualism expressed is a reflection of the growing in
terest in the individual man in this world.

It has been

pointed out that the Middle Ages was an age of groups,
and that the greatest manifestations of this society were
"34
not formed on an individualistic basis.
Little import
v/as given to the worldly achievement of individuals, and
this may account, in part, aside from a lack of good
records, for the anonymity of many medieval works up to
the fourteenth century.

The feeling for the individual,

v/hich is seen in the works of Juan Manuel and Juan Ruiz
is "...one of the first symptoms of the new dynamic art
that again takes interest in the immediately experienced,
the sensible, the particular, the accidental, the trivial.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS
Y/e have seen that many static and dynamic ele
ments are .found in the thirteenth and fourteenth cen
tury Spanish didactic works selected for this paper.
Through these elements, the works will be related to
the epoch in which they were created.

This will be

dealt with in the first two sections of this chapter.
The final section will deal with the applicability of
Sorokin'3 theories to medieval Spanish didactic litera
ture.
The Thirteenth Century
The twelfth and thirteenth centuries have been
seen as the flowering of the Middle Ages, a mature,
stable, extremely fruitful period.'''

This epoch witnessed

the diminution of feudalism and the rise of more compe
tent governments.

Learning, art, towns, commerce, and

agriculture flourished.

According to Cantor, all groups

and classes in all regions of thirteenth century Europe
9

found their lives conditioned by four common factors. *

The first factor is an increase in social control
due to the expansion of governments and legal institutions.
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In Spain, royal government expanded as the king, de
pendent on the support of the towns, struggled against
the nobles.

The first codex of Alfonso X, the Fuero

Real of 1250, shows the anti-nobiliary policies of this
king.

Indeed, one of the complaints of the three most

powerful families in Spain, the Laras, the Haros, and
the Castro3, allied with Alfonso's brother, don Felipe,
was the legislation giving fueros to the cities.
The second factor conditioning the thirteenth
century was the transition from a society based on status
to one based on money.

The old protective economy,

based on status and function, was aimed at security and
was sanctioned by religious precept. The new economy
based on individual enterprise v/as encouraged by the de
sire for monetary gain, and depended on freedom, involve
ment, challenge, and adventure instead of authority,
withdrawal, and security.

In the new economy, life on

earth v/as important of and for itself and not solely a
trying preamble to Life Eternal.
In Spain, the Reconquest aided the growth of this
new economy.

As new towns were founded, they were given

People's Charters.

This created a free population with

a new form of wealth based on labor and thrift, in
opposition to the wealth of the nobility and the Church,
£

wealth which was derived principally from property.
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The third factor conditioning life in thirteenth
century Europe was the fact that the first seventy-five
years of this century marked the final stages in a long
period of economic and demographic grov/th.

According to

Lopez, this upsurge in population from the tenth to the
second half of the thirteenth century is the prime mover
of all events of the late Middle Ages.7

Altamira notes

this thirteenth century boom, attributing the general
prosperity in Spain to interior order and discipline, and
to the victories over the Moslems and the advance of the
Keconquest, which produced greater security in the dis
tricts that ceased to form the border between Moslem and
Q
Christian territory.
The fourth factor conditioning the thirteenth
century was the fact that it was an age of long peace.
In Spain, the Moslem dominions had been reduced to the
kingdom of Granada by Ferdinand III.

Although there were

dynastic and civil wars during the reigns of Alfonso X,
Sancho IV, and Ferdinand IV, there was relative peace
within the kingdom.

As we have noted, Altamira cites

internal peace as one of the conditions responsible for
the general prosperity of the thirteenth century.^
We have briefly sketched something of the politi
cal, social, and economic climate of the thirteenth
century.

In the religious sphere, the Church had counter

attacked heresy, intellectual disorder, and secular power.

The reforms introduced by Innocent III (1198-1216) were
summed up by the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215."^

The

Church reached its apogee in the middle of this century,
and then its power began to decline.

In the cultural

sphere in Spain, the thirteenth century was the principal
period for the transmission of Arabic culture.
How do the dynamic and static elements noted in
the works selected for discussion reflect the tempo of
the times?

All the v/orks dating from the first part of

the thirteenth century show both Arabic and Christian
influence.

First of all, in the Libro de los Buenos

Proverbio3, Bocados de Pro, Calila y Dimna, and to a
lesser extent in El Libro de los Cien Capitulos, Las
Siete Partidas, and Castigos y Documentos, there is in
terest in both this world and the next.

This interest

in both worlds seen in these works coincides with the
findings of Peirce, who declares that oriental practi
cality, which teaches man to live alertly among his
fellow men, and Christian idealism, expressed in terms
of virtues and vices in an attempt to gain Salvation,
were harmonized in the first part of the thirteenth
12
century.
Furthermore, both Christianity and Mohammed
anism urge man to accept and be content with his station.
The plea to be satisfied with one's lot was noted in the
Libro de los Buenos Proverbios, Bocados de Pro, El Libro
de los Cien Capitulos, and to a lesser extent in Calila
y Dimna.
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The interest in the things of this world, which
increased with an economy based in trade, is minor.
Only in Castigos y Documentos is there any positive men
tion of material goods.

Changes in status provided by

the new economy are not reflected in these works.
The increase in the power of the monarchy is seen
in the interest given to the guides on governing one's
kingdom.

Poridat de las Poridades, El libro de los Cien

Capitulos, Castigos y Documentos, and Las Siete Partidas
all give advice on coping with the problems encountered
by rulers.

The formulation of Las Siete Partidas shows

the desire for uniformity in the expansion of legal in
stitutions.
The Fourteenth Century
This century has been seen as the period in which
the Middle Ages begin to dissolve and as the starting
point for the evolution toward the Henaissance.

Fremantl

declares that people were adrift between the old moorings
of feudalism and the new moorings of centralized monarchy.
The fourteenth century brings with it revolutionary
tendencies which criticize the traditional authorities—
the Church, the State, the landowners, the capitalists."^
While the thirteenth century saw the expansion
of royal power, the fourteenth century was marked by the
resurgence of aristocratic privilege.17

Indeed, the
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great political problem in Castile in the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries was the contest between the
monarchy and the nobility.

Turbulent minorities and

dynastic struggles marked the reigns of Ferdinand IV,
Alfonso XI, Pedro I, Enrique II, and Enrique III.
Castro asserts that the conduct of a violent king, whose
ascension to the throne was a change in the form of
succession prescribed by law, not only left a feeling of
chaotic disorder, but also furnished an example for dis18
order among the nobles.
The nobles now worked for
their own petty interests instead of concerting their
efforts against the Moors.

Although the Reconquest was

not fully completed until 1492, the Moors were no longer
a real threat when Sancho IV rose against Alfonso X.
Gimenez Soler also attributes the resurgence of the
nobles to their inability to redirect their warlike
activity.1^
The social arid economic changes started in the
thirteenth century increase as the bourgeoisie grows.
Money in hand was becoming more important as monetary
interests challenged the traditional values of saintli?0
ness, nobility, and honor.
As interest in this world
grew, spiritual power declined.

The fourteenth century

brought with it the Avignon Captivity (1305-1377).

The

height of disunity and corruption in the Church was
reached with the Schism of 1378.

Thus, the fourteenth
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century was a period marked by social, political,
economic, and religious turmoil, in which traditional
values were being challenged.
What aspects of the fourteenth century mentioned
above are reflected in the works selected for discussion?
The political uncertainty of the times produces practical
guides for coping with changing circumstances.

The

Libro de Patronio and the Libro Infinido give advice on
how to maintain one's political and social position.
The Kimado de Palacio also presents political criticism
and doctrine.
Changes in the socio-economic sphere are implied
in certain sections of the works of Juan Manuel and Lopez
de Ayala.

Possibly the defense of the traditional sta

tions and of knighthood in the Libro del Cavallero et del
Escudero and the Libro de los late tad os results from the
challenge they face.

Wealth is given positive value in

the Libro de Patronio, the Libro de Buen Amor, Kimado de
Palacio, and the Libro del Consejo y de los Conse.jeros.
Social corruption is portrayed in Kimado de Palacio, the
Libro de Miacria de Oirme, and the Libro do los Gatos,
and change is lirged.
In the religious sphere, ecclesiastic corruption
is criticized in the Libro de Buen Amor, the Libro de
Miacria de Onne, and' the Libro de los Gatos.

In all the

works of the fourteenth century, salvation and the need
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to comply with God's order are not forgotten as the con
cern with this world grows.

In general, the authors of

the fourteenth osntury works reflect, but do not endorse,
the trends of the troubled times.
The Idealistic Equilibrium
Sorokin theorized the existence of three cultural
^ypes, a static Ideational culture, a dynamic Sensate
culture, and a synthesis, the Idealistic culture.

He

sees the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries as a period
of Idealistic equilibrium between the fading Ideational
culture of the early Middle Ages and the rising Sensate
culture of the Renaissance.

During this transition, one

system of values, having reached its peak, begins to
break down in the face of a challenging system.

As we

have said, Sorokin uses only French and German literature
to support his theory.

Will the medieval Spanish didac

tic literature examined for this study corroborate
Sorokin's hypothesis?
The Ideational culture looks only to the stable
world beyond the senses, while the Sensate culture is
concerned only with this changing v/orld.

Of the works

examined, none showed exclusive concern for the other
world.

Most of the works were interested in some way

with both worlds.

This simultaneous concern with both

worlds is a feature of the Idealistic culture.

However,

in the thirteenth century works, interest in this world
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was limited to practical advice on how to cope with this
life.

In the fourteenth oentury works, a dimension was

added, as material goods of this world were viewed more
positively and life in this world became more meaningful
for itself, not just as a working place to gain the next
world.

The situation is clearly explained by Hauser:
The urban and financial conditions of life
which force man out of his static world of
custom and tradition into a more dynamic
reality, into a world of constantly changing
persons and situations, also explain why man
now acquires a new interest in the things of
his immediate environment. For this environ
ment is now the real scene of his life.21

Nonetheless, it must be remembered that even in the four
teenth century Spanish works the interest in Salvation
is never forgotten.
The interest in the other world, more characteris
tic of the thirteenth century, is also seen in the fact
that the works of the thirteenth century support the
status quo of God's order, with only scattered references
to social change.

In the fourteenth century works, there

are more indications of social dynamism, as men look
more toward this world.
ignored.

The social status quo is not

It is either defended in the face of challenge

or is criticized.
Nearly all the works contain Idealistic literary
traits.

Archetypes are predominant in a literature which

has moral teaching as its chief function.

Yet indications
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of the Sensate literature to cone are found in the works
of Juan Manuel and Juan Ruiz.
Thus, the works examined for this study reflect
an Idealistic equilibrium.

Nonetheless, the works of

the thirteenth century, closer to the static Ideational
culture, contain more static elements, while the later
ones, closer to the dynamic Sensate culture, contain
more dynamic elements.

For example, the earliest work,

the Libro de los Buenos Proverbios, manifested the most
consistent otherworldly stance and the most static Idea
tional characteristics.

Other thirteenth century works,

such as Eocados de Pro, Calila y Minna, and Castigos y
Documentos, displayed a balanced world outlook, yet re
flected mainly static elements in the social sphere, as
well as static literary traits.

The works of the four

teenth century manifested more dynamic elements, elements
which reflected the increasing social, economic, and re
ligious conflicts taking place.

These changes were

mirrored in Juan Manuel's insistent defense of the social
status quo, in Juan Ruiz's and Lopez de Ayala's vacillating
points of view, and in the fourteenth century additions
to the Libro de Misoria de Omne and the Libro de I03
Gatoa.

Hence, the static and dynamic elements contained

in the medieval Spanish didactic works studied here in
dicate the gradual change from the stable, God-centered
universe of the early Middle Ages to the dynamic mancentered world of the Renaissance.
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^"Norman P. Cantor, Medieval History (London,
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^Cantor, p. 490.
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